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'Ag Connections
software takes
off in S. America

And What Do You Want For Christmas?

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
After many years of success helping U.S. farmers with crop
yields, a Murray-based agribusiness is reaching beyond national
borders to help farmers in South America.
Rick Murdock, vice-president of Ag Connections, recently
returned from a 10-day trip to Brazil. During the visit, Murdock said
the company launched its farm production computer software in the
primarily agrarian nation.
we designed
Company President Pete Clark
said this is the first time the comthe program so pany has reached out with an offer
that a fanner can put to help other countries. "We've
done some work in Mexico and
together his crop
Guatemala, but that was very limplans for the coming ited." Clark said. -This is the first
time we have ever gone outside
year. In just a few
the country to promote our product."
minutes a day, even
Ag Connections is a software
in a large operation, development company which has
been in business since 1998. The
you could sit down
business now employs 18 people
who serve grain, cotton, potato,
and do field-level
and vegetable growers in 20
records of everything states.
Murdock said the trip to Brazil
you have done that
was very successful.
day.
-The excitement over our products was fantastic," he said. "We
have developed a global software
solution
that will meet the needs
— Rick Murdock of commercial
growers around the
Vice-President of Ag world. Our software solutions turn
Connections the complex task of managing
agricultural production information into a simple process."
The software helps farmers create crop plans, write and file FSA
reports, assist in preparing audit reports, create and store pesticideuse reports. record application of farm chemicals and techniques,
and calculate production costs per acre.
In farming. knowledge is power. Murdock said the company's
'software helps to correlate all information of every inch of crop land
while considering factors related to growing and harvesting providing a wealth of information on a daily basis that is intended to better yields and profits on yields. Global positioning system information allows a farmer to know the exact size, location, shape and other
information about his acreage.
-The premise of our software is that we tie our information database back to geographical information system maps of the farm's
fields and then we have a product database that pulls all everything

Scheduled
hearing
may not
happen

di ...

II See
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TOM BERRY,'Ledger R. Times Photo

Eight-year-old Marina Nanney was among hundreds of children and parents to fill
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse Saturday morning for the annual Breakfast with
Santa event. The children were invited to tell Santa what they wanted under the tree
on Christmas morning, eat a good breakfast, play games, create their own holiday
bookmarks, picture frames, and other items.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The preliminary hearing for
the Murray State student
charged in the hit-and-run death
of a fellos . student is unlikely to
go as scheduled Tuesday morning in Calloway District Coun.
Harrison Yonts, 20. faces second-degree
manslaughter in the
death of 62year -old
Nadia
Shaheen
after police
linked evidence from
the scene to
Yonts
his car.
YOMS, V.as sChedUled tot a
preliminary heanng at 10 a.m.
Tuesday. but Calloway County
Attorney David Harlington said
he doesn't expect the court
appearance to happen. Rather.
he expects the felony charge to
be waived to the grand jury for a
possible indictment.
Yonts'
attorney.
Mark
Blankenship, did not return a
phone message this morning
before
press
time.
but
Harrington said he had spoken
to the attorney about the matter.
Harrington also said the
blood-alcohol test results for
which police arc ssaiting have
not been returned. He has said
the results could lead police to
increase the manslaughter
charge to murder.
While a Calloway County
grand jury is scheduled to meet
Wednesday. whether it v. ill take
up Yonts' case is unclear. The
grand jury generally meets
monthly.
McCracken Common N ealth
Attorney, Tim Kaltortbach has
been appointed as,..a special prosecutor in the ease because
II See
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo

Ag Connections President Pete Clark (left) and VicePresident Rick Murdock launched the Murray-based agribusinesses outreach to the South American nation of
Brazil recently. The company's innovative computer software helps farmers increase farm yields by making planning, tracking, and record-keeping quick, easy, and accurate.
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from members of the MSU
Concert
Choir
and
the
University Chorale; the group is
dedicated to the study and performance of music composed
for small ensembles.
Voices of Praise, a studentorganized choir at Murray. is
under the direction of Michael
Pickens. The choir was organized in 1975 as a Christian ministry group and performs at
many events on campus and
throughout the region. Derrick
McReynolds is the vocal coach
for the group; Odelsia Torian is
the campus adviser.
Dr. Eric Swisher. MSU assistant professor of music, is the
director of the Trumpet
Ensemble. Faculty soloists for
the event are Dr. Sonya Baker.
soprano. and Dr. Randall Black.
tenor.
Filmed around campus and
the region. the show features a
number of holiday settings.
Performance locations in addition to Murray's campus include
downtown Murray;- Ginger's
Hallmark and The Red Barn.
both in Murray; Patti's 1880's
Settlement in Grand Rivers, Ky.;

MSU News Bureau
Murray State University
decked the halls early this year
to prepare for its Holidays at
Murray State 2005 — The
Sights. The Sounds, The Season
program. produced for KET television. Murray State's Concert
Choir, Chamber
Singers,
Trumpet Ensemble. and Voices
of Praise join guest soloists in
the TV special.
The broadcast will include
standards such as "Deck the
Halls,""Sweet Little Jesus Boy"
and "Go Tell It on the
Mountain," as well as "Ave
Maria," "Cantate Domino" and
"Caroling. Caroling" along with
many others.
The Concert Choir and the
Chamber Singers are both under
the direction of Dr, Bradley
Almquist, director of choral
activities at MSU. The Concert
Choir is internationally recognized, having toured Ireland.
Wales and England. In addition,
it has been chosen to perform
commissioned works a number
of times. Participation in the
choir is by audition only. The
Chamber Singers are selected

and Kentucky Oaks Mall and (ET)
Trees 'n Trends, both in
III WM:I/PBS 22 in
Paducah. Ky. The broadcast also Vincennes. Ind. - Saturday. DeC.
features recordings in Murray's 17, 8 p.m.(ET)
First Baptist Church. First
• KOZK/PBS 21 in
Christian Church, First United Springfield. Mo. - Saturday,
Methodist Church and First Dec. 24..7 p.m.(CT)
Presbyterian Church.
• WRBU/UPN 46 in Si.
Expanded to an hour this year Louis, Mo. - Saturday, Dec. 24.
after 2004's inaugural perform- 7 p.m.(CT)
ance. Holidays at Murray State
• WCET/PBS 48 in
can be seen on a number of sta- Cincinnati. Ohio - Friday. Dec.
tions throughout the holiday 23, 10:30 p.m.(ETi
Kentucky
season.
The
• ATCl/PBS 45 in
Educational Tele% iston network Chattanooga. Tenn. - Monday.
will show Holidays on Saturday Dec. 19. II p.m.(ET)
•WUT/PBS II in Martin,
at 9 p.m.(CT)and on Dec. 25 at
2 p.m. (CT) on KET I. KET2 Tenn. - Wednesday. Dec. 21. 8
will air the program on Dec. 22. p.m. WT) and Saturday. Dec.
24.6 p.m.(CT)
at 9 p.m.(Cl').
Other stations carrying the
• WETP/PBS 2 in
show include:
Knoxville. Tenn. - Sunday, Der.
WEIU/PBS 51 in IS.6 p.m.(El")
Charleston. Ill. - Saturday, Dec.
• WKNO/PBS , 10 in
24, l0 p.m.(ET)
Memphis, Tenn. - Sunday, Dec.
• WSIU/PBS 8 in 25. 5 am.(ET)
Carbondale. III. - Tuesday. Dec.
• WCTE/PBS 22 in
20,9 p.m.(CT)
Cookeville. Tenn. - Fnday, Dec.
• WNIN/PBS 9 in 23,9 p,m. I CT)
The show was produced for
Evansville. Ind. Sunday. Dec.
.
,broadcast media
KET try yst)
IL 3:30 p.m.(CTI
•WIPB/PBS'49 in Muncie, set's Ices.
Ind. - Sunday. Jan. I. I am.

•
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Firefighters try to extinguish oil fire "mops
HEMEL
HEMPSTEAD,
England (AP) — Firefighters
used chemical foam to extinguish part of the inferno raging
Monday after explosions at a
fuel depot north of London.
while a huge oily smoke clou.,
from the blaze drifted ovei
northern France and headed
toward Spain.
The blasts Sunday, which
injured 43 people, sept balls of
fire into the sky and blew the
doors off nearby houses, also
contributed to a surge in oil
prices to above $60 Monday.
The explosions came just
four days after an al-Qaida
videotape appeared on the
Internet calling for attacks on
facilities carrying oil that it
claims has been stolen from
Muslims in the Middle East, but
police said they believed the
blasts were accidental.
"We're keeping an open
mind but there is,no indication at
this point that is anything other
than an accident," Chief
Superintendent Jeremy Alford
said Monday."When we get into
the site ... we'll treat it as a scene
which may be a crime. We'll do
full forensics."
The explosions occurred five
months after transit terror
attacks that killed 52 people and
four suicide bombers.
Fire officials said they had
put out blazes at half the 20 fuel
tanks at the Buncefield depot 25
'miles north of London, the fifthlargest in Britain. Authorities
approved the use of foam to
fight the fire after determining
the runoff would not pollute
ground water supplies.

Jane Hogg, the mayor ot
Dacorum Borough Council, said
firefighters hoped to have the
blaze fully extinguished sometime Monday, but a thick black
plume of smoke continued to
billow from the depot. which
stores gasoline, diesel, kerosene
and aviation fuel.
Left to itself, the fire might
bum for three days, said Roy
Wilsher, chief fire officer in
Hertfordshire county.
"We are in uncharted territory. This is the largest fire of this
kind that the U.K. and Europe
have dealt with," he said at a

news briefing.
A smoke cloud also drifted
over northwestern France and
was expected to reach Spain
within 48 hours, France's
national weather service said
Monday.,
Most of the 2,000 people
evacuated from their homes
Sunday were still waiting to
return, some biding their time
with children and pets at a recreation center.
"I really want4o get back.
have a bath, have a shave,
change clothes, but we're pretty
lucky. Nobody died," said Frank

Many misperceptions
exist about jury duty

By KRISTIN TAYLQR
Staff Writer
People who think they can
It was incorrectly listed in
prevent being called for jury
Saturday's Ledger that magisduty by not registering to vote
should think again, especially in
terial
candidate
Johnny
the coming year that will have a
Gingles, son of the late Rob
ballot packed with races from
Gingles and Gwen Gingles, is
ISHPEMING TOWNSHIP, seeing are all related to smoke the front of the nursing home, the local school boards to the
married. A reporter erred.
Mich. (AP) — Fire broke out inhalation," Rossway said.
apparently left by residents as state Supreme Court.
Calloway County Circuit
The fire severely damaged they waited to be taken to shelThe Murray Ledger & Times early today at a I22-bed nursing
Clerk
Vicki Wilson said misperhome
in
far
northern
Michigan, two rooms in the T-shaped, one-, ters.
strives to ensure accurate and
ceptions exist about how people
fair reporting: however mis- killing two people and sending story nursing home's back wing,
Uninjured residents were are randomly chosen to be part
takes occasionally occur. It is at least 70 others to hospitals, but flames appeared, to have taken to temporary shelters at of the jury pool. First and forethe Ledger's policy to correct authorities said.
spared the front, where Ishpeming Township Hall, near- most, registering to vote isn't
errors. To report a news tins-Other residents had to be Christmas decorations filled the by Westwood High School and a the only way.
take or error, please call 753Wilson, who Calloway
evacuated as the outside temper- windows. A smoke alarm was facility in Marquette, authorities
1916.
Circuit Judge Dennis FOust
ature fell to about 14 degrees.
still sounding,is the building said.
appointed as his designee for the
The fire was reported about more than nine hours after the
Seventeen of them sat on process, receives a computerDEAR SANTA,
12:15 a.m. at the Mather fire was reported.
mattresses and in wheelchairs in generated group of names from
FOR CHRISTMAS, ID LIKE
Nursing
Center,
several
miles
State
police
Sgt.
Brian
the
gym and cafeteria at Frankfort based on lists of regisA LAPTOP COMPUTER
tered voters, people who filed
west
of
Marquette
on Graustein said that it was too Westwood High.
Michigan's Upper Peninsula and early in the investigation to
"They're very confused and individual state income tax
returns and licensed drivers 18
about 360 miles north of Detroit. determine the cause.
frightened,"
said
Paula years and older.
Two people taken to Bell
"They're still just trying to Susmark, executive director of
But that still doesn't mean
Memorial Hospital in Ishpeming take care of the residents," the Central Upper Peninsula Wilson always has as many resdied of smoke inhalation, Graustein said.
chapter of the American Red idents to summon as she would
like. Usually, she'll ask
spokesman Rich Rossway said.
Blankets, towels, nightgowns Cross,
Administrative Office of the
"The kind of people we're and chairs were scattered across
Courts for about 500 names but
she'll be left with 130-150 who
might serve once people are
excused for medical conditions
stmas
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky will send a repre- or hardships, such as working
NOTICE
Government officials from 13 sentative.icedureenference, but overnight shifts.
II The Murray-Calloway states will gather for
For instance, as of last
three days neither Gov. Ernie Fletcher nor
County Hospital Board of
Tuesday afternoon, Wilson had
this
coming
week
to
work
on
Lt.
Gov.
Steve
Pence
will
attend,
Trustees will meet at 3 p.m.
132 names for the new jury pool
Tuesday in the board room for plans for combating the spread Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi that is scheduled for orientation
of methatnphetamine production Whitaker said.
a closed session.
thisweek.
About 150 officials are
II To report a Town Crier and abuse.
"People just don't want to do
expected to attend the meeting it," Wilson said. "But once most
item, call 753-1916.
sponsored by the Midwestern people do it, they are glad they
Governors Association and the did. It's an education."
White Houk Office of National
In Calloway County, jurors
Tonight will be mostly Drug Control Policy, according are summoned for four months
cloudy with lows in the upper to a news release.
to one of three panels. Calloway
Don't Lose It—Use It!
20s. Tuesday will be mostly
cloudy with highs in the mid
Before year's end, use it for:
40s.
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
Tuesday night will be mostly
cloudy with a chance of rain and
t
• Sunglasses
lows in the mid 30s.
Yonts, D-Greenville, and said
From Front
she considers him a friend.
Calloway
Commonwealth
Kaltenbach's
schedule
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
Attorney Gale Cook knows depends on when the grand jury
308 S. 12th St.• 759-2500
Yonts father, state Rep. Brent will consider the case

Correction
•

AP
Flames and smoke rise from the Buncefield oil depot near
Hemel Hempstead, England in this picture taken Sunday
and issued by Hertfordshire Police today. Firefighters
attacked an inferno raging at the oil depot north of
London, extinguishing half of the tank fires Monday
morning with sprays of chemical foam. Hertfordshire Fire
Service said crews had put out blazes at 10 of the 20 fuel
tanks by midday.

Maw,49, a civil servant.
Hogg said authorities were
trying to get people back in their
homes as soon as possible, but
first they needed to be sure that
the homes were structurally
sound.
Most of the injured were
treated for cuts and bruises from
flying glass. One of two men
with more serious injuries
remained in a local hospital on
Monday, Hertfordshire Police
said. The other was released.
Chief Constable
Frank
Whiteley said police had yet to
interview managers at the oil
depot, and that the fire may have
destroyed evidence leading to
the cause.
"It may well be that once the
fire is out, there will be very little for our forensic teams4o look
at, but I think we will find out
what happened," Whiteley said.
The depot, operated by
French oil firm Total S.A. and
part-owned by -Texaco, stores
4.2 million gallons of gasoline,
diesel, kerosene and aviation
fuel.
Oil companies, pipeline operators and the airline industry
held emergency talks Monday to
keep supplies flowing, although
authorities said the explosions
wouldn't lead to a shortage. Oil
prices surged above $60 amid
forecasts of colder weather in
the U.S. Northeast, boosted
expectations of a rise in demand
and an agreement by OPEC to
maintain its present output.
Total said it already had contingency plans to reroute supplies that normally run through
the plant.

Murray Police Department
• A two-vehicle injury accident was reported in front of 401 N.
Fourth St. at 8:28 a.m. Friday. Both vehicles were northbound on
Fourth Street when Heidi M. VanAmeringen, 20, of Murray,
slowed to turn right into Hawkins Research. A 1996 Ford
Explorer, driven by David M. Smith, 35. of Murray, rear ended
VanAmeringen's 1999 Jeep Grand Cherokee, in which William T.
Morris, 20, of Murray, was a passenger. EMS transported Smith
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where he was treated.
• A theft was reported at 1619A Olive St. at 9:28 a.m. Friday.
•A theft was reported at 11:20 a.m. Fnday at 413 S. 11th St.
• A vehicle-versus-pedestrian collision was reported at 2 pin,
Friday at 1019 Story Ave.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 2:48 p.m.
Friday.
• Kory Roach, 18, of Alma, was arrested Friday for possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
•• Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room personnel
reported an assault at 2:09 p.m. Saturday.
• A stolen wallet was reported at Wal-Mart at 2:37 p.m. Saturday,
• Vandalism to yard ornaments was reported at 1402 Diuguid
Drive at 11:40 p.m. Saturday.
• A broken drive-thru window was reported at Taco Bell at 8:37
a.m. Sunday.
• Charles Murphy Jr., 40, of Murray, was arrested for fourthdegree assault and first-degree wanton endangerment after a
domestic dispute was reported at 1500 Belmont, Drive at 8:21
p.m. Sunday.
•Three counts of criminal mischief were reported in the 500 block
of Elm Street at 9:50 p.m. Sunday.
Murray State University Police Department
• Kelly J. Fineman, of Louisville, was arrested on a warrant for
receiving stolen property more than $300 and tampering with
physical evidence at 12:27 a.m. Friday at Richmond College.
• An assault was reported on Farmer Avenue at 7:23 a.m. Friday.
MPD was advised.
•A burglary was reported at 1:14 a.m. Friday at Winslow Dining
Hall. A third-degree burglary ase was opened.
•A theft was reported at Stu nt Recreation and Wellness Center
as missing from purse.
Friday. Mo
at 8:21 •
, no age listed, was cited for possession of
• Ed arr
alc
a minor at 11:37 p.m. Friday at Regents College.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

Mich. nursing home fire kills
two, sends 70 to hospitals

Town Crier

op
Murray
First

Fletcher won't attend meth summit

Forecast

Flex Account Insurance?

District Court jurors serve only
on Thursdays and Fridays and
the grand jury typically meets
one day per month to determine
whether to formally bring criminal charges in felony cases.
Those in circuit court usually
only serve two months because
Foust splits his time between
Marshall and Calloway counties.
The qualifications for jurors
are broad, according to the
Kentucky Juror Handbook.
They musebe 18 years or older.
be a U.S. citizen who lives in the
county in which the case is
being tried, speak and understand English, not be convicted
of a felony unless civil rights
have been restored, not presently be under indictment and not
have served on a jury in the last
24 months.
"One of the problems I have
with the names I am furnished is
people that are no longer residents of Calloway County and
the deceased," Wilson said, "If
anyone receives a summons for
their family member that is one
of the above, if they will notify
me I then send the information
to Frankfort to remove these
names from their computer. I
very well understand how upsetting it can be for a family member that has had a loved one pass
away and then receive a jury
summons in their name."
The handbook also outlines
expectations for jurors, who are
compensated $12.50 per day
during their service. They
should be impartial, avoiding
verbal or facial expressions that
reveal their feelings about the
case, and not discuss the case
with anyone or research the case
through the media.

•Yonts
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more by insuring both your
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Yonts was arrested Nov. 11.
the same day Shaheen's body
was found in a ditch along
Coldwater Road near her residence. Shaheen was walking
home from campus and died
from face and neck injuries sustained in a vehicle-versuspedestrian collision.
Yonts is out ofjail on bond.
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Murray State's December graduation is Saturday
Murray State University will honor
its most recent graduates on Saturday
at 10 a.m., at the Regional Special
Events Center. The event marks the university's eighth annual December
Cothmencernent. August 2005 graduates and December 2005 graduation
candidates will be recognized at the
official mid-year ceremony.
Complete and updated commencement information can be viewed on-line
at www.murraystate.edu. E-mail questions to graduation@murraystate.edu.
Guests who may require special accommodations should contact the Office of
Equal Opportunity,(270) 762-3155, or
the Regional Special Events Center.
(270) 762-5577, TDD - (270) 7623361, if they have specific questions.
Parking will be available in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot, east of the
Regional Special Events Center, off of
Hwy. 641. Shuttle busses will be available to transport guests from the parking lot to the front doors of the RSEC
beginning at 8:00 am.

Located in scenic west Kentucky
with an enrollment of 10,200 students,
Murray State University has become
known through the years as a studentcentered university where the emphasis
is on academic excellence. This marks
the 15th consecutive "year that
U.S.News & World Report has rated
Murray as one of the top public and private universities in the nation.
According to information from the
registrar's office, a total of 819 students
have applied for degrees at the end of
the fall 2005 semester. The following
individuals from Calloway County. KY,
are among the December graduation
applicants:
Michael Arneson, Bachelor of
Science; Brittany Arnett, Associate of
Arts; John Barrett, Bachelor of Science
in Business: James Bedwell, Master of
Science; Tamara Bennett, Bachelor of
Arts; Ashley Boyd, Bachelor of Science
in Nursing; Bradley Burkeen, Bachelor
of Science in Business; Kimberly
Campbell, Bachelor of Arts; Megan
Carpenter, Master of Science; Aaron

Carroll, Bachelor of Selene.; Amanda Bachelor of Science inAgriculture;
Caller, Bachelor of Arts; Pet Kong Chu, Rechilal Gro
lv
eChefor
si
of
in
Bachelor of Science: Michelle Clark Agriculture;
Heft. Bachelor of
Master of Science;
Science, Enn
, Bachelor of Arts,
Marcia Combs, Master of Science; Bradley Hendricks, Bachelor of
Nicole Conkright, Bachelor of Science Science.
in Business: Natalie Cooper, Bachelor
Jennifer Howard, Master of Arts in
of Science:
Education, Carnssa Johnson, Bachelor
Donna Crabtree, Bachelor of of Stiehl Work Steven Jolly, Mastee of
Science. Arthur Cnpps Jr, Master of aysinese Adrn,raetráon frógail
Jonas.
Science; Stephen Crouch, Bachelor of Befillior of Science In Agriculture.
Arts; Christian Cruce, Master of =
Keene, Bachelor of Science
Science. Marisa Cruz, Master of
'tamest Bachelor of Science,
Science, Aaron Dail, Bachelor of Jahn ICapperua Bachelor of Science in
Science; Jennifer Davenport, Bachelor Beeinees;.T
Lamb, Bachelor of
of Ms;
Social Wort &iiw Loot. Bachelor of
Amanda Davis, Bachelor of Social Science in Business; Amber Lernonas.
Work; Cornerlius Denman, Bachelor of Bachelor of Ads Is Business; Amanda
Science; Elizabeth Dennison. Bachelor Uecirritue, Mallet of Science; KYllef
of Science;
Lough. Bachelor of Ads,Antler Lynn,
Sally Dotson, Bachelor of Arts. Bachelor of Science; Joseph Mader,
Jonathan Duncan, Bachelor of Science; Bachelor of Science; Thomas Martin,
Ryan Dunn, Bachelor of Science; Chad Bachelor of independent Studies; Karl
Eaton. Bachelor of Science; James Mayfleid, Bachelor of Science in
Followell.
Master
Business Nursing, Jessica McCallum, Master of
of
Administration Debra Futrell, Master of Arts in Education; Jason McCuislon,
Public Administration; Ryan Gelb. Master of Science, Jessica McKendree,
Bachelor of Science; Jerrie Gordon, Bachelor of Science, Devin Morgan,
Bachelor of Science; Sarah Greene, Master of Science, Nancy Nerney

Masan of Science: Gladys Spasm.
Maas of Arts, Laigh 011eit. Bachelor
of Science: Shovonns Otemr, Limier of
Science. Lauren Owens, Bachelor of
Science. Knsti Peery. Bachelor of
Science in Business, Amy Ft=
Bachelor of Social Work;
Roberson. Bachelor of Science,
Anthony Ryan, Bachelor of Science in
Businew Nadi Shahin-, Mester of
11111hy Shunned, fiechelor of
Science; Christopher Smse, Ow/sky
of S011/110a Is ikeineas; Joshua Smith.
Bachelor
Science; %%BM $trew
Bachelor ofScience; Adrian. Soullicini.
Bachelor of Science; Jams St. Low
111, Liceeir of Seeinees AdmitMellon;
Marlette Sr,Mester of Science,
Tate-sich_
er Bachelor of Arts;
Todd. BaChilifor of Arts, Jonathan
Turner, Associate of Arts, Robert Wade.
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Blair
Wagoner
Bachelor of Science
Catfienne Wenzel. Bachelor of Science
in Nursing Carla Westbrook, Bachelor
of Science, Hugh Williams, Master of
Arts
-This diplorria aell be

a

=la

awarded poethureoualy

Pastor defends decision to close church
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API The senior minister at central
Kentucky's largest church
defended a decision to not offer
services there on Christmas
Sunday and responded to
mounting criticism.
The Rev. Jon Weese praised
the decision of elders at
Southland Christian Church during a service Saturday and said
they "chose to value families.
People over policy."
Weese has heard from hundreds of Christians across the
nation protesting the closure.
Southland
officials
said.
Preaching before a crowd of
about 1.150, Weece said the full
story hasn't been heard.
"I was deeply saddened by
the knee-jerk response of the
Christian community as a whole
to give the benefit of the doubt

to the media and not a church or
a Christian brother. I'm still
troubled that more Christians
did not stand up for us," said
Weece."Can vou see or begin to
see. that the des il is stirring the
pot on this'?"
The backlash cline after the
Lexington
Herald-Leader
reported that Southland and
other megachurches in Illinois,
Michigan. Georgia and Texas
would not hold worship services
on Dec. 25. Standing on a stage
decorated with 15 artificial
Christmas trees, Weece downplayed the significance of the
day.
"Christmas began as a pagan
holiday to the Roman gods. and
if we were to really celebrate the
historical birth of Jesus, it would
either be in early January or
mid-April," Weece said. "I'm

onls pointing out the historical
technicalities not out of intellectual arrogance, but again
because of the illogical, illinformed and even hypocritical
arguments that were aimed at
me this past week"
Weece also said that the
church technically would he
worshipping every Sunday in
December.
Referring to Christianity's
Jewish roots, he said that
Sunday begins at sundown on
Saturday according to biblical
tradition.
Weece noted that Jesus also
was criticized for breaking tradition.
"There were some whose
zeal even in the days of Jesus
was misguided.- he said. -The)
emphasized religion over relationship."
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KRISTIN TAYLORtedger & Times Photo
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity members spent the week collecting donations for a
local family that has been affected by significant medical bills this year. They
raised more than $2,600 — surpassing its $2,000 goal — by selling angel ornaments in order to help fund Christmas for the family's five children. Here, Stephen
Hunt, a senior from Paducah, decorates an angel he purchased while fraternity
members gather around the Iree in the Curris Center on Friday afternoon.
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Shoppers
report shots at
Clarksville mall
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP)
— Shoppers reported hearing
gunshots in the parking lot of the
Governor's Square Mall in
Clarksville Saturday afternoon.
police say.
Clarksville Police Sgt. Andy
Hagewood
said
officers
responded at about 4:45 p.m. to
a report of juveniles fighting
inside the mall and that the call
escalated to a report of shots
fired.
"An individual said somebody shot at him," Hagewood
said. "Once the officers started
asking him questions, he refused
to cooperate. He did not want to
press charges, so he left.
Nobody was hit."
One witness gave police a
description of a car the shooter
may have been in — a late
model maroon BMW with tinted
windows. Hagewood said.
Regan Huneycutt, a reporter
for The Leaf-Chronicle who was
shopping at the mall around the
time of the incident, said she
saw security guards running
after a group of teens.
"I heard 'bang, bang, bang."
Huneycutt said. "A woman
came into the store and she was
hysterical, crying and shaking
all over."
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Democrats turn out for Clinton
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Obituaries
Mrs. Define Chrisman Trotter

A homemaker, she also aborted in the clothing department at the
An amateur writer. he had published several saudl hooka mod
Mrs. Delma Chrisman Trotter, 88, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died former Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. now Glendale Road cotanbuted to major
magazines and papers. As an amateur archaeSaturday. Dec. 10, 2005, at 8:30 p.m. at her home. Her death fol- Church of Christ, where she was a member.
ologist. he personally founds strati/af
lic collection which
lowed an extended illness.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Clayton Smith,and included user 125 potter seswls aid imam& of flint and bone
A retired legal secretary for Hughes and Gregory Law Firm, her second husband, William Smith. Born Feb. 29, 1920, in Oregon artifacts. He also had
an extensive Civil War collection, bath's/err
Murray, she had previously worked for the Tenneoee Valley County, Mo., she was the daughter of the late Charles McKinley collections, castuon seat
collection and insulator collection He was
Authority and for the Murray Electric System. She was a member of Beatty and Lora Naomi Taylor Beatty.
involved with antiques and collectibles He made many shows in
First United Methodist Church and of Gleanor Sunday School and
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Karen S. Bolls, Murray; Missouri. Tennessee. Illinois and Kentucky
Ruth Wilson Circle of the church; a member of Murray Business and one son, Randy Keet Smith and wife. Chen. and one brother. Don
Born July 24. 1920, in Columbus. he was the son of the law
Professional Women's Club; and a past member of the Zeta Beatty and wife, Loretta, all of Virginia Beach, Va.; five grandchil- George Muscovalley and
Lottie Thomis Muscos alley. Also precedDepartment of the Murray Woman's Club.
dren. Kelly Mackey and Jeremy Bolls, both of Searcy, Art., Keel ing him in death were one brother. George. two sisters. Katie Helen
June
Born
3, 19(7, in Hazel, she was the daughter of the late H.B. Daugharthy, Nashville, Term., and Becki Kacheba and Brian Smith, and Juanita. and his grandparents.
Ma:kolas and Helen Haile
Chrisman and Alma Housden Chrisman. Also preceding her in death both of Virginia Beach, Va.; eight great-grandchildren.
Muscovalley aad Joseph E. and Kathryn Young Thorn's
were three sisters, Olalia Underwood, Alma Chrisman and Dathal
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Military graveside rites will be Thursday at noon at the Mood
Chrisman, and. four brothers, Orin, Noel, B.B. and Treman Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Bunal will follow City National Cemetery. Upon his
request. there will be no visitaltios
Chrisman.
in the Thayer Cemetery, Thayer. Mo.
or flowers. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of amineSurvivors include her husband, John H. Trotter, to whom she was
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today ments
Married May 10, 1943 in Murray: one daughter, Mrs. Jennifer (Monday).
Hewlett and husband, Bill, Murray; one brother, Reuben Chrisman
Mrs. Loretta Barnett
and wife, Katherine, Hazel; two grandchildren, John B. Hewlett and John Milton Muscovalley
A graveside service for Mrs. Loretta Barnett was Sunday at 2
Leanne Chrisman Hewlett, both of Murray.
John Milton Muscovalley, 85. Glendale Place, Murray, died p.m. at Marshall County Memory Gardens. Dr. J.T. Parish will offiThe funeral will he Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Friday, Dec. 9, 2005, at 3:45 p.m. at his home.
ciate.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
He formerly lived for 38 years on a high bluff
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. was in charge of arrangements.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
in Columbus in the original Iron Banks Hotel
Mrs. Barnett. 80. Clark Lane, Benton. died Friday. Dec:. 9, 2005.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. today
that overlooks the Mississippi River. In at 4:50 a.m. at Marshall County Long Term Care. Benton.
(Monday).
December 2000, he moved to Wesley Village.
A homemaker, she was a member of Christian Fellowship
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Benton, but has resided at Glendale Place, Church. Preceding her in death were one sister. Mattie Blanch
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071 or to Hospice, MurrayMurray, for the past year.
Hawkins, and her parents. Blaine Ashley. and Serena Williamson
Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Muscovalley volunteered and served for Ashley.
3 1/2 years with the United States Coast Guard in World War II. He
Survivors include her husband, Hari Barnett: tv.o daughters. Mrs
spent over three years on active sea duty serving on the USS Brenda Barnett Colburn, Calven City. and Mrs. Marsha Barnett
Mrs. Fern Smith
Mrs. Fern Smith, 85. Murray, died Saturday. Dec. 10, 2005, at Nourrnahal, a convoy patrol gunboat, with much time spent in the Morris, Paris, Landing, Tenn.: one son. Ficul Geoffrey Barnett.
North Atlantic and Caribbean. He was discharged in October of DeLeon Springs, Fla.; seven grandchildren; three great-grandchil1:41) p.m. at Westview Nursing Home, Murray.
1945 and moved to Columbus.
dren.
a

Iraqi voters go to polls early; 9 killed, dozens wounded in violence
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Patients, soldiers and prisoners
began voting Monday in parliaIraqis vote Dec. 15 in their first parliamentary election since the
mentary elections, a few days
country's constitution was ratified in October. The new parliament,
ahead of the general population,
called the Council of Representatives, will form a government to
while insurgent violence killed
run the country for a full four-year term.
at least nine people and woundDec. 15 Voters elect permanent government
ed more than two dozen, police
said.
Dec. 31 New government amount's alai
To prevent militants from
L.
4.1.4-1,4et44+449444444.t.444
disrupting Thursday's main balCouncil of Representatives
25 Percent
loting, the government said it
of which
275
must be
will close its borders, extend a
members
women
nighttime curfew and restrict
domestic
travel
starting
Tuesday.
Council will elect a
# # Council chooses two
In a development that could
president by a
deputes
two-thirds majority
impact the general election, 13
President
Deputise
prisoners who were apparent
President wal name the leader of the
victims of abuse were discovlargest bloc as prime minister
Prime minister
ered at an overcrowded detention center run by the Interior
Prime minister will form a Cabinet to
Ministry, Iraqi and U.S. military
Cabinet
be approved by the Council
officials said.
Prime Minister Ibrahim al- SOURCE Iraq's constitution
Al
Jaafari ordered an investigation
lowing the case. My military news conference. "I will not
into what he described as an
"unhealthy phenomenon." A adviser is touring all of Iraq's allow such dealing with any
similar case surfaced last month. jails to know if there are such prisoner."
"There is a committee fol- cases." al-Jaafari said during a
U.S. officials hope the new

parliament that will be elected
can help quell the insurgency so
American forces can begin
heading home. The 275-member
assembly - the first fully constitutional parliament since the
2003 ouster of Saddam Hussein
- will choose a new government that U.S. officials hope can
win the confidence of the disaffected Sunni Arab minority the foundation of the insurgency.
-The reasons for the presence
of the multinational forces will
start to decrease," al-Jaafari said
of the elections.
But he said that a timetable
for their withdrawal would also
depend on the ability of Iraqi
forces to take over security.
"We want the multinational
forces to leave, but we don't
want security to disappear as
well," al-Jaafari said."When the
Iraqi hands are in complete control of the security situation in
Iraq, then we will tell the multinational forces, 'Thank you.
Please leave the Iraqi lands."

Iraq's democracy taking shape

A new poll found that most
Iraqis disapprove of the presence of U.S. forces in their
country, yet they are optimistic
about Iraq's future and their own
personal lives.
More than two-thirds of those
surveyed oppose the presence of
troops from the United States
and its coalition ,partners, and
less than half, 44 percent. say
their country is better off now
than it was before the war,
according to an ABC News poll
conducted with Time magazine
and other media partners.
But three-quarters say they
are confident about the parliamentary elections scheduld for
this week, and more than twothirds expect things in their
country to get better in the coming months, the poll said. A
statement circulated Monday
and believed issued by an insurgent group said fighting would
continue regardless of the vote,
according to residents of a Sunni
neighborhood.
The unsigned statement, dis-

tributed in the Sunni stronghold
of Azamiyalt, was written in a
linguistic style used by Islamic
extremists.

The statement said Sunnis
could use the elections to hank
corruption and make some political gains Inn that "fighting will
continue with the infidels and
their followers."
An empty minibus loaded
with explosives blew up
Monday near the Kindi hospital
in east Baghdad. killing three
civilians and injuring 13. including five police officers. authora
ties said. Police Lt. Mohammed
Khayoun said the s.an's dnver
abandoned it and ran. A U.S.
soldier wa.s killed Monday in a
bombing in Baghdad and another American soldier attached to
the Marines died the das before
in a suicide bombing west of the
capital, near the city of Ramadi,
the l'.S. command said. The
deaths brought to at least 2.144
the number of U.S. military
members killed in Iraq Since the
war began in 2003.

TV allows Iraqi-American absentee voters to keep up with politics back home
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PON1ONA, Calif, (AP) When Iraqi state television
began transmitting intemationally a few months ago, Zaid
Altahan bought a satellite dish
and got more than he expected:
A news source that will help him
decide how to vote,
In preparation for this week's
parliamentary election. Altahan
has been glued to Al Iraqiya,
which carries debates among a
dizzying number of candidates
he'd never heard of.
"It's not like the States where
you know a senator and vote for
him," said Altahan, 43. who fled
Iraq 20 years ago to avoid persecution and is now a real estate
investor in this Los Angeles sublids. "A lot of us don't know
these people running. Iraqi TV is
doing a good job showing the
new faces."
Iraqi vote organizers estimate
about 240,000 Iraqis living in
the United States are eligible to

cast absentee ballots Dec. 13-15

at polls in Pomona, San
Francisco and San Diego;
Nashville, Tenn.: Chicago;
Dearborn and Farmington Hills,
Mich.; and McLean. Va.
The expatriates will help
elect the 275 members of the
National Assembly, which will
rule the country over the next
four years,But there are more than 7,700
candidates, either running as
independents or as members of
political parties in 19 broad
coalitions.
'Now we have overkill." said
Talal Ibrahim, deputy coordinator for the U.S. Iraqi vote.
Ibrahim. 53, a Shiite who fled
Iraq before the Iran-Iraq war
began in 1980 and now lives in
Aliso Viejo. said that while most
voters know whom they'll support. Iraqi TV is helping with
last-minute decisions.
"I have the station on 24

BUYING
Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS

1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

hours a day at my house," he
said.
A $250 satellite dish can pick
up the station for free. Besides
news, the station has Egyptian
soap operas. sporting events and
traditional Iraqi music.
Iraqi TV was bankrolled by
the Pentagon after Saddam
Hussein's ouster in 2003 but is
now funded by Iraq's finance

How ABOUT
A

GREETINGS
It you are a NEWCOMER to
\ Murray/Calloway County

Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 227-5560
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COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
}
ai
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to •
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
AIL

Shells Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.753-4741
cell 270.293.7197

rrimAsic,

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dos Jones hid. Arg.-1074939 MI
Air Products
+11.42
AT&T. Inc.
_24.93 + 9.03
BR&T.
42.42+0.01
Bell South 77.40 - 0.01
Briggs & Stratton ............37.26 + 038
Bristol Myers Squibb .....11.52 + 0.10
Caterpillar
+ $.18
Chevron Texaco Corp-.38.49 + 1.17
Daimler Christer
+ 0.02
Dean Foods
+ 0.112
+ 0.18
Ford Motor
+ 0.06
General Electric ........_35.64 + 0.11
General Motors
-0.07
GlaxoSmithl(lime ADR.-51.01 + 034
Goodrich
.0.35
Goodiear
17 12 + III

Cheapest UPS Shipping
in town GUARANTEED]
• In-store packaging...
Bring it in and we'll
pock it for you!
•Loses• oci tip in town & somt.

THE UPS STORE
crt Isis Nos so rano

prices as of 9 a.m.

IBM

86.45-0.12

heel

2A 42 + 034

Mattel--...16.64 + Okla
McDonakh
..34.67 • 1.17
Merck
• 0.44
Miaosoft.
27.52 •6.19
J.C. Penne
!-5413+ 0..53
Neste°, Inc
59.27 + 6.27
Pfizer Inc
21 59 • 6.6I
Regions Flesedal-3311 + 0.01
Schering-Plough -1932+ 1.10
Sears Bottling Corp -124.48 + 0.04
Time Warmer

17.7$ + 044

LIS Bancorp -3104• &II
UST

WettRiantine
B 19.90 A Wal-Mari

10.06 + 0.02
- 0.05
• .48.44 + 0.30

disi
eAS
Ll'ON
HIWRD
1.111. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC
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Need holiday shipping?

• 554 wowed 0,or

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you. I

•H,.1,,d I alana ,a a ,war• mate, on th.S

-They call if the Iraqi channel
hut it's not really the Iraqi channet." said the Res. Noel Gorgis,
a Catholic priest in North
Hollywood who fled Iraq before
the first Gulf War in 1991. "It's
for the Shiites. but there are still
good parts to see what is going
on with electionK'."

--sm ear•gummed a lvausavrwai.
mcnrearan
kr am vim
Siimproosermalsoft

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
WE OLSVRANCE sociErt

Court Sauces Wintry KY 420,1
270- 753-1366 • 1100-444- lad

V•orth w atehing

3.75%

s Rubio Premium and Single
Deigned Amtribes are compet
aftemativeel0 caw savings plans The
guaranteed rale' a

Honied Banks

utes of tree air time iii the Iasi

several weeks to explain their
platforms, he said.
Many viewers in Iraq see the
station as ,a government mouthpiece slanted toward the governing Shiite majority.
But even though many U.S.
Iraqis also perceive it as Shiitedominated, they say it's still

ANNUITY?

TURING.

EXIMI•MObel

is the
ak it
;ard

ministry, said Ali Ahmed, the
station's Washington bureau
chief.- Editorial decisions are
independent, he said, likening
the arrangement to the BBC,the
British government-financed
news network.
"All Iraqis have the right to
appear on this station," Ahmed
said. All candidates or political
parties were offered five min

trinsrat

4r-F Sam -7pm. Sot

am -4 p m • 762-9103

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES
A 4 concrete floor
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing

reinforced

f Seir-sumoorting bet
trusted rafters 2 ft 0C
Polyurethane
C
J 1/2 plyartwietOS
under concrete
K. Seel down ShIngtell
D. Anchor bolts in
I Overhwili covered
concrete
II Overhead sWel
E Trnated bottom
door
plates
N Steel service door
F. Constr
0. 2s4 team
studs
aluminum covered
G. 7rii5 0 S e
P 2s10 headers
under:riding
N. Illasonete wood or vinyl siding
O aril tamed cuit
We offer you: FREE Estimates References and Lortatton
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY A VALUE
Getuse Models w hardboard lisOunft
Cream Models vw vinyl waling
56,775 1 tr2 C10102%201-------57.275
1 1/2 CAR 112c201
57.515 CAR (111a201
2 CAR iles201
$7.1115
Si SOS (222221 ,
LARGE CAR f22122)
$11.311
2 14 CAR (241124)
S11.07S 2 172 CAR (241041
IMAM
LARGE 2 na CAR 124e301
58.775 LARGE 2
CAR t2.11130)
.9,125
(24:36)
S10.575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR 124136t
... • ... •
010.919
LARGE 3 CAR i30s301
S11.07S LARGE 3 CAR 4301301
555.475
1302401 ------------514.575 i3osit01
SIS 375
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT CALL US'
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and penal,* buildings at law* Mamma's cora

anal-

IS

yin

Was.

Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only official forecast

753E1000
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COMMUNITY
December is busy month
for 4-H families
December is such a busy
month for families and children
as they prepare for their gettogethers and panics with
friends, holiday programs and
church ventures. There
are SO many
4 activities
and programs that
require our
time and
energy. It is
By
easy to lose
Ginny Harper
alLpersonal
Calloway
County Agent times and
unstructured
for 4-H/Youth
play.
Development
Here is a
chance for youth to think about
play and possibly win $5,000
for Our community from
Nickeloclen to encourage play
and physical activity; 4-H and
the Fit Youth Team,formerly
the Youth Obesity Task Force,
are encouraging youth to complete an entry form for the
monthly drawing of $100.000
from Nickelodeon.
I want young people 6 to 15
years of age to participate in
Nickelodeon to take a few minutes to write the reasons that
more play and physical activities are needed in our community. Entry forms are drawn on
a monthly basis and we will use
the funds to provide a day of
play and additional equipment
to encourage play and activities
in our community.
Youth need to have their parent's permission and go to the
nick website at
wy.rwnick.com/all_nick/everything_nick/ljp_giveawayform.jh
tml. Youth that bring forms for
this drawing to the extension
office for an official signature
will receive a small gift.
Upcoming 4-H activities:
•The 4-H Horse Drill Team

Extension
Notes

will be meeting at the
Wranglers Riding Club on first
and third Mondays from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. Lorne Treadaway is •
the Drill Team Coach and her
number is 227-1332.
•The Calloway County
Knit-pickers will meet today
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at Glendale
Place. Youth are to bring practice yam and #8 or #10 needles.
The Knit-pickers will also be
meeting on Jan. 9 and 23.
II A Geology Rock Club
meeting will be Tuesday from
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the
Extension Office.
III The Communitywide
Cloverbud Club will meet
Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. All interested 6 to 8
year olds are welcome to
attend. Parents are to accompany their children to this first
meeting. The regular meeting
will be on third Thursdays.
•The Calloway County Teen
Club will meet Thursday at
Glendale Place from 3:30 to 5
p.m. to wrap presents for seniors and sing Christmas carols.
II The Millennium Mutts Dog
Club will meet Saturday from
at 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
farm of Karen Collins, leader.
Youth are to bring dogs.
Collins' phone number is 7532294.

Aeon Flux
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:20

Will 8e Open
Weeknights,
Mon.-Fri. 'til 8
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 psi.
s
i
Sun. 1-5 pm.
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT STREET
.

Program Information Call 753-3314 :

Library plans Story Hour
First Baptist Church Library will have "Keeping Christ in
Christmas Story Hour" on Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. This is for school age children and
adults. A different classic Christmas story will be at each time.
For information call 753-1854.

Mr. and Mrs. Towery

Adelaide
Eubanks
Houston

Harry Potter • Goblet of Firt
PG13 - 6:50 - 9:40

Just Friends
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:25

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory.
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Morton of Church Grove Road, Ben'ton, are the parents of a daughter, Madyson Michaela Morton.
born on Friday. Dec. 2, 2005, at 12:17 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.,
The baby weighed 7 pounds 10 ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Deborah Davenport. A
brother is Dalton Morton.
Grandparents are Mike and Glenda Davenport of Almo and
Ronald and Barbara Morton of Benton.

NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC.13
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY
Walk The Line
PG13- 7:10 - 9:45

Chicken Little
G - 6:55

Veterans will be given assistance

Madyson Michaela Morton

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

Derailed
R - 8:40

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support
Group will have Christmas Dessert Potluck
for caregivers with Alzheimer's persons as
our special guests on Tuesday at 4:30 p.ni.
in the third floor classroom of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Everyone should meet in the hospital lobby
to be directed to the classroom.
Christmas entertainment will be by the
Murray Woman's Club Music Ensemble
with Kay Ray as coordinator.
lo's
of the holidays, the group will
Datebook notBecause
meet
Dec. 27. For more informaon
By Jo Burkeen
tion call Cindy Ragsdale. licensed social
Community
worker. at 762-1108.
Editor

BirlhAnnouncements

-

Yours, Mine & Ours
PG - 7:15 - 9:05

Alzheimer's Disease Group
plans dessert potluck

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towery of the Kirksey community
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Dec.
18.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Spring Creek Baptist Church, where they both are members. The church is located off Airport Road on Spring Road.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple request
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. anckirs. Towery were married Dec. 24, 1955. at Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene in Kirksey with the Rev. William
Sterling Jones performing the ceremony.
The Calloway County 4-H
Mrs. Towery, the former Garlene Woods, is the daughter of
the late Garland and Alene Creason Woods of Marshall CounProgram is a part of the
University Kentucky, College of ty. She is retired from the •United States Postal Service.
Mr. Towery is the son of the late Robert and Myra Hanley
Agriculture Cooperative
Towery of Kirksey. He is retired from the Kentucky DepartExtension Service. The
Tent of Agriculture.
Calloway County 4-H Council
They have two daughters, Mrs. Rhonda Rogers and husreceivesfundingfrom the
band. Ralph, of the Browns Grove Community and Mrs. Richela
Murray-Calloway County
. Carson and husband. Jackie. of Kirksey.
United Way.
Their six grandchildren are Chrystie Chapman and husband.
Educational programs of the
Ed, Chanda Scott and husband, Joey, Lori Lamb and husband,
Nathan, Jamie Carson and wife. Misty, and Austin Rogers, all
Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all peo- of Calloway County, and CPL Dustin Rogers. serving with the
U.S. Marines, stationed in Iraq. and wife, Adrianne. of Hubert,
ple regardless of race, colot:
N.C.
age, sex, religion. disability, or
Their seven great-grandchildren are Carson and Jackson
national origin.
rhapman, Adyson. Garrett and Briley Scott, and Jaden and
Tatum Lamb.

o

The Chronicles of Narnia
PG - 6:45 - 9:30

Anniversary

SUBSCRIBE

TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information
tall .Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Home judging Wednesday
Hazel Woman's Club is sponsoring its annual "Christmas
Decorating Home" contest again this year. Judging will be on
Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Residents are asked to be sure
and have their lights on at this time. First, second and third
prizes will be awarded. A sign will be placed in yard showing the winner.

THEOS Group will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) Group. a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouse to
death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. Opal Howard will be in charge of the program
For more information call Howard at 753-1998 or Lillian Steele
at 753-2875.

Need Line has promotion
Back Yard Burgers at Hwy. 121 Bypass, Murray, has a promotion for Need Line. A customer buying one burger will get
one free with a donation of a non-perishable food item from
now through Jan. 15. All food will be donated to Need Line
to help fill the needs of the community.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the conference room. All
interested persons are invited.

Southwest Council will meet
Adelaide E. Houston

"Central Mainleminct
•flomt Network, Installed & Sell p
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Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office

treKOI th•_pcdoctoraPcnortol not WbSItS Pittp://wownwitwo-pccloctor corn
flosinosa Unit 210- 769-0019 • fox 2M-759-008n
L.. 100.010111, Cornoto« Soocksass

World Lodge 728 will meet tonight at 6
p.m. at the Harmon WOW building on C.C. Lowry Drive, off
North Fourth Street, Murray.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 4 p.m. in the school library, according to
Teresa Speed. principal.

Republicans to meet tonight

PC DOCTOR of Murray, LLC
Chamber rl
Conanorn e

AisitilltegmaSse, Oenot

1"M MC
RIM

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

MEDICARE RECIPIENTS

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Having trouble understanding
Medicare Part D and your
choices?

212 East Moln St. • 753-1586

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. 'I he enly requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in relative or friend

Murray Lions Club will have its Christmas party on Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. Sonya
G. Baker. assistance professor of voice at Murray State University. will be guest soloists. Reservations are required and
may be made by calling Everett L. Craig at 753-3317.

SERVICES OFFERED
'House 1 .416
•tornpuornt 1 pgrarlr,
'Software I permits
Repair
•Speerl Int-oasts

Ratan <

'We Servoce Ali Brands

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Lions Club plans party

Ask the PC DOCTOR

INSURANCE 6 INVESTMENTS

I.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library, This is open to all singles
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909

I READ THE COMMUNITY PAGES DAILY Lodge 728 to meet tonight
Woodmen of the

Thurmond
Call for info: 762.1030

Singles will meet Tuesday

Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a luncheon on Tuesday at 11:15 n.m. at Curris Center at
Murray State University.'

Hal Edward Houston M.D.
and Tara McAllister Houston
M.D. are the parents of a
daughter, Adelaide Eubanks
Houston. born on Sunday. Nov.
13, 2005, at 5:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
14 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Dale and
Lavalla McAllister of Santa
Claus, Ind., and the late Dr.
Hal and Adelaide Houston of
Murray.

900OFF
121H & CJLIVE SAORRAY KY

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall

Dorcas class plans event

Dom; Your Compact*, Nord A Chock Up?

'Your Choice Auto'
Collision Deductible.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for $100 off each year
up to S500 total

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

ATTENTION

Republicans will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the headquarters
on Ky. Hwy. 121 North, Murray. Anyone interested in helping
plan the Feb. 4th Lincoln Day please attend.
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Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play Bridge
on Wednesday at 9:15 a.rn
with Sue Veazey, phone 4928353, as hostess.
Members are asked to
Veazey to sign up for play or
to cancel play.
Winners of Bridge play on
Dec. 7 were Shirley Wade,
first, and Janet Kirk, second,
according to Jo Anne Auer,
hostess.
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MWC Finance Committee Meets
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ServiceNews
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Long graduates
from basic
combat training

the
ble
will
alal

Army. National Guard Pvt.
Angela M. Long has graduated from basic combat training
at Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the nine weeks of
training, the soldier studied the
Army mission, history, tradition and core values, physical
fitness, and received instruction and practice in basic combat skills, military weapons.
chemical warfare and bayonet
training, drill and ceremony.
marching, rifle marksmanship.
armed and unarmed combat.
map reading, field tactics, military courtesy, military justice
system, basic first aid, foot
marches, and field training exercises.
Long is the daughter of
Lloyd Long and Rita Lindley
of Riviera Courts, Murray, and
sister of Bonnie Manuel of
Turner Lane, Clarksville. Tenn.
She is a 1997 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
Murray.
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Mr. and Mrs. Nance Jr.
Julie Marie King and Hal Edward Nance Jr. were married
Saturday March 26, 2005 at 3 p.m. at Emmanuel Baptist
Church.
Bro. Paul McWherter officiated at the ceremony. Strings
were provided by Constance Ottway and students. Piano and
ocals were provided by Jessica Ottway.
The bride is the daughter of Ricky and Margie King of
\turray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. LeDora Barnett and
the late William Barnett of Murray and the late Ross and Robbie King of Murray.
The groom is the grandson of Joe Smith and the late Kathleen Smith of Murray and the late C.P. and Geneva Smith of
Smithland.
The bride, escorted by her brother Craig King. was given
In marriage by her parents.
She wore a strapless white satin gown with organza overlay embellished with crystal and pearl beading. Her veil, borrowed from the matron of honor; Hilary Cunningham, was
accented with pearls and crystals and adorned with a crystal
tiara. She carried a fresh bouquet of pink and white gerber
daisies and pink roses.
Hilary Cunningham" of Murray served as the matron of
honor. Missy Barnett, cousin of the bride. Murray, served as
the maid of honor.
The bride's attendants wore strapless 'two piece pink and
\..hite gowns with embroidered accents on the. bodice. Each
carried fresh bouquets of gerber daisies. Daysha Doss of Murray served as honorary bridesmaid.
Makensie Grace Orange. daughter of Shane and Shanna
Orange was flower girl.
Brett Bazzell of Hardin was best man and Rodney Hill of
Murray was groomsman. Troy Doss of Murray was honorary
groomsman.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a platinum and black
%est and platinum tie. The groom's attendants wore black tuxedos with platinum and black vests and black ties.
Clifton Garner and Brian Rose. both of Murray served as
ushers.
Shanna Orange and Tiffany Rose, both of Murray, attended
the guest registry.
Lexie Moore, Shanna Orange and Courtney Lowery served
as wedding coordinators.
Memory candles were lit in memory or those who could
not be present. They were of William Barnett. grandfather of
the bride: Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Smith, grandparents of the groom:
Mrs. Kathleen Smith, grandmother of the groom: Emily Rose
Barnett, cousin of the bride; and Meagan Jo Parrish. friend of
the bride.
A reception was held immediately following the ceremony.
The couple left the reception on a Calloway County Fire-Rescue fire truck, driven by Chesley Thomas of Murray.
The bride is employed as a licensed massage therapist at
the Essential Day Spa. The groom is employed as an EMT
with the Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service.
After a honeymoon in Las Vegas. Nev., the couple is now
residing in Murray.

Success in marriage does
not come merely through
finding the right mate, but
through being the right
mate. -Barnett R Bnckner

Share the Hope
collecting items
Share The Hope is collecting cleaning supplies, personal hygiene items, underwear.
socks, toys, excellent clothing.
coats, home furnishings of, all
types, bed sheets, towels, wash
clothes, working home appliances and food, the latter a
much needed item.These items
will be taken to Wolfe County middle school in eastern Kentucky. the 20th poorest county in the United States. Items
donated may be taken to storage unit No. 59 located at G
& H Storage, two miles east
of Murray on Highway 94
East. For other drop-off locations, pickups or other questions call 753-1001 or e-mail
ShareTheHopeKy@aol.com.
Cash donations may be sent
to 4581 Vancleave Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
•

AA meeting at
new location
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous (AM is now meeting at
615-1 South 12th St. in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
Meetings are as follows: Monday, closed, non-smoking 6
p.m. and open. 8 p.m.; Tues
day. AA closed. non-smokin
8 p.m.; Wednesday. closed, nonsmoking, at 11 a.m., Women's
closed non-smoking, 6 p.m.
and Big Book Study meeting.
closed smoking, 8 p.m.; Thur.
day - 6 p.m. open smoking.
Friday. New Corners meeting
open at 8 p.m.: Saturday open. non-smoking 10 a.m. and
speaker meeting open smoking.8 p.m.; Sunday,closed, nonsmoking 4 p.m.

photo provided
Finance Committee members of the Murray Woman's Club met recently to discuss the
rebate days at the Big Apple and Captain D's and to make plans for future fundraisers. Money raised is being used to pay for renovations at the club house. Pictured
(from left) are Tracey Wortham, Kathy Stanfa. chairman, Kay Ray, Sara Fineman and
Karen Olson.

Community Reception
MCCH CEO Finalist
December a-2005
4:30 p.m.
I('14 Board Room
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees would 114,
encourage community members to greet one afoul.
final candidatesfor tlw position qfCEO.
‘11fr

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Beasley Antenna & Satellite

Christmas Sale!
4/0a/ tf/a

TELEVISIONS and
ELECTRONICS
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Large Selection of

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15TH
Fun, Laughter, Your Favorite Refreshments...
Let us Nike Your Holiday Shopping Easy
Free Gift Wrapping • Free Delivery • Free Advice
(LADIES WELCQME TOO)
Looking Forward To Seeing You!
305 S. 12th • Murray (Next to Dumplins)• 753-7441

LG, Toshiba,
RCA, JVC, Zenith,
Yamaha &
Cerwin-Vega

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
Murray. KY
500 N. 4th Street • 759-0901
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FARM
Regional Ag Sales Champs Southern States local

annual meetingwiisoset

Photo provided

at the
The Calloway County FFA Chapter's Ag Sales team placed 1st on Tuesday
members
team
Regional Ag Sales Contest. Shown with teacher Jacob Falwell,
and Kayla Hicks.
included (from left) Grant Barrow, Patrick Wyatt, Kayla Duncan,
t Calloway
represen
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l
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•Ag Connections ...
From Front
used on the farm — the fertilizers, seeds, chemicals," Murdock
said. "So we designed the program so that a farmer can put
together his crop plans for the
coming year.
"In just a few minutes a day,
even in a large operation, you
could sit down and do field-level
records of everything you have
done that day," he added.
Ag Connections Land.db
System is composed of a desktop software program, Internet
servers, and a handheld, pocket
computer running the company's software. Clark said the
value of the system is that it's
not only user-friendly, but provides the personal face-to-face
training and telephone support
for the product line.

other countries. "We started
The company primarily
reengineering our software
in
sta
selected
in
farms
gets
about three years ago to make an
the Northwest and the Sou
that grow high-value cro for international version... and it can
the selected regions of the colin, -lib translations that are country
try, such as peanuts, oranges and specific," he said. "We knew it
other citrus fruits, as well as was a golden marketplace and
we've had a lot of interest in
potatoes and other vegetables.
"It's not that we're located in South America. Some of the
Murray, Kentucky and we're biggest farms in the world are
marketing out from that area. down in Brazil."
Clark said the company has
It's that we're really selective
about the states that we market done little local business; howin ever a new push to market in
marketing
We're
in.
Calloway County and western
Idaho
and
Oregon
n,
Washingto
heavily, and we're marketing in Kentucky is in the planning
Florida heavily," Clark said. stages.
"We market to those growing
"We're getting into southern
states from Virginia to Texas high-value crops because the
where there is a lot of cotton and growers spend more dollars per
acre; so there is more value to
peanuts."
Murdock pointed out that the our products and services, but
company has been working on what we offer is applicable to
making the software available in any crop," he said.

VOTE

Southern States Cooperative will review itsboard members
Board nominees include Jim Kelly, Ralph
2005 fiscal year operations at a series of local
meeting
Billy Dale Smith and Jim Stahler.
upcoming
the
Rogers,
including
annual meetings,
for members of Southern States Cooperative, Inc.
The appointment procedure will be used for the
- Calloway Service.
FHAC nominees.
-The 2005 fiscal year marked a continuation of
District "K" Election Delegate nominees are
favorable results in efforts to improve our opera- Don Overby and Richard Smotherman.
tions," reports President and CEO Tom Scribner.
"The annual meeting is the best single opportu"Both sales volume and income from operations nity to outline our plans for the future to our memwere up compared with last year and we're mov- bership and discuss our progress in meeting our
ing ahead with plans to maintain and build on that financial goals," notes Justin Newman, manam
trend."
of SSC, Inc. - Calloway Service.
SSC, Inc. - Calloway Service will hold its
Founded in 1923, Southern States now has
annual membership day and annual meeting on more than 300,000 farmer members. As one of the
December 20 at 110 East Sycamore, Murray.
nation's largest agricultural cooperatives, the
Membership day activities begin at 11 a.m., Richmond. Va. based firm provides a range 'of
farm inputs, including fertilizer, seed, livestock
with the meeting scheduled to start at 1 p.m.
health supplies and
With the theme "Raising the Bar," the coopera- feed and pet food, animal
other items for the
as
well
as
products,
petroleum
on
report
to
meeting
the
tive's leadership will use
e has some 1,100
cooperativ
The
home.
and
both local and company-wide operations, as well farm
$1.44 billion
nearly
of
sales
had
and
outlets
retail
year.
fiscal
2005
the
for,
results
as preliminary
2005.
30,
June
ended
year
fiscal
its
in
Local board members will be elected and retiring

Almo couple
on young
farmers
committee

•

•

NOK LS
EQUI
. oto ALL
WHEEL DRIVE
"Go in the Snow"

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A
Calloway County couple will
serve on the 2005 Farm Bureau
Advisory
Farmers
Young
Committee, a release from
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
announced.
Chris and Misty Thom of
Almo are included on the committee along with 18 other
young married and single farmers from across Kentucky.

Farming
News & Notes
Each Monday
in the Ledger
& Times.
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DEMOCRAT
• Dedicated
• Experienced
• Proven

• County Road Improvements
• Efficient Budget Management
• Murray/Calloway County Economic Development

"A Dedicated and Proven Leader who will get the
JOB Done!"
PAID FOR BY DONNIE SENF.
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Christmas Specials
CLEARANCE PRICE
On Select Group of
Vent Free
Logs & Heaters

MONESSEN

§

Vent Free Gas Logs
18" Ky Stack

"Voted #1 Gas Log In America"

100 Off
1 WEEK ONLY!

Vent Free
Gas Wall
Heaters
Starting at
$ 1 5999

Current and Past Positions:

Issues:

corn an ."

Ifilisrvray Sursipsiv

Cailoway County
May Primary

• Currently serving as Constable 2nd District (unpaid position)
• As your Constable I have provided 1000+ man hours to
2nd District's Public Safety
• Calloway County School Bus Driver, 5 Years
• United States Army 101st Airborne (Retired)
• Prior to retiring, led 424 combat soldiers and managed a
7 million dollar annual budget
• Graduate United States Army Sergeants Major Academy
• Family has resided and owned property in Calloway County
2nd District for 25+ years.

truck

www.peppersautomative.com
2420 E Wood St Paris TN•1-800-325-3229.731 642 3900

DONNIE
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MAGISTRATE
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rilURRA.Y
SUPPLY COMPANY
.
Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

Inc

200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7- 5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.

Voted It1
Hardware
Store
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SECTION

Racer football
doesn't look far
for new coach
UT-Martin's Griffin expected to lie
named new skipper for Murray State
I

I.

•

4

•

!

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
University of TennesseeMartin head coach Matt Griffin was expected to be introduced as Murray State's 16th
head football coach during a
morning news conference at
the school, according to at least
two local news reports.
Griffin will replace Joe Pannunzio, who was not offered
a contract extension after finishing the 2005 season with a
2-9 record. The former Auburn
and Ole Miss assistant coach
compiled a 30-37 record during his six-year tenure with
the Racers.
After recording just a 4-19
mark in his first two seasons
at Martin, Griffin led the Skyhawks to their first winning
record since 1993 by going 65 this past season, which included a season-ending 49-20 rout
of Murray State on Nov. 17
at UTM's Hardy Graham Stadium.
Griffin returned to Martin
in 2003 to take over the downtrodden Skyhawks' program
after previously spending two
seasons at UTM (1997-98) as
its offensive coordinator, quar-

terbacks and receivers coach.
He left Martin after the 1998
campaign to coach the offensive line at Division 1-AA power
Maine, where he spent four
seasons (1999-2002).
Griffin's other coaching
stints have included assistant
coaching posts at Plymouth
State (1992-93), Richmond
(1994) and Northeastern (199596).
A graduate of the University of New Hampshire in 1992,
Griffin served as team captain
and led the league in passing
efficiency his senior year at
UNH.
Griffin emerged as the top
choice of MSU ahtletics director Allen Ward after a nearly
month-long search that included a number of rumored candidates.
Among
the
candidates
rumored to be connected with
the vacant job included Griffin, Vanderbilt wide receivers
coach Charlie Fisher, former
Army and Illinois State head
coach Todd Berry, Louisiana
Monroe defensive coordinator
Kim Dameron and University
of Memphis offensive coordinator Randy Fitchner.
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RACER HOOPS

Break Time
Cronin, Racers
ready for long
break after
beating of
Morehead State

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Considering the way his
team is currently playing,
about the only thing that concerns Murray State head coach
Mick Cronin right now is a
long break.
The Racers (4-2, 2-0 Ohio
Valley Conference) captured
their second straight blowout
victory with Saturday's 9240 rout of lowly Morehead
State (1-5, 0-2), getting a leg
up in what figures to be a
grueling 20-game league slate.
"You've got to win your
home games," said Cronin,
whose Racers have now
opened OVC play with a 20 record for three consecutive seasons. "It's important
for us to keep pace because
Jacksonville State is already
2-0 on the road, so obviously you've got to do everything you can to get a win
at home. ... 1 like where are
team is at right now."
That makes the current
eight-day layoff even more
hard to swallow for Cronin,
who will practice his team
periodically throughout the
break as the MSU players
„shift their focus to the class/ room for semester exams. The
Racers won't hit the court
again until next Monday, when
they travel to Alabama to take
on Jacksonville State before
playing at Samford on Dec.
21.
"I don't like the layoff
because we have everything
rolling
right
now," he
explained. "But it's time for
our guys to hit the books and
focus on academics. ... We
will have some workouts during the next week because
we have to stay sharp."
The Racers have been
sharper than a double-edged
sword in their first two OVC
outings, hammering Eastern
Kentucky 80-51 before dismantling Morehead before
2,652 at the Regional Special Events Center.
Murray dominated the visiting Eagles from the opening tip, racing to an early
double-digit lead behind a 50percent shooting effort in the
Weakley County (Tenn.) Press Photo
first
half. The Racers scored
University of Tennessee-Martin head coach Matt Grifseemingly at will in the openfin, shown here on the Skyhawks sideline, was expecting 20 minutes while limited to be named Murray State' 16th head football
coach earlier today. Griffin was 10-24 in three seasons at UTM, including a 6-5 finish in 2005.

COTT NiANNEYIedger & Tomes Photo

Senior guard Darnell Hopkins (14) races up the floor with the ball during the
first half of the Racers' 92-40 rout of Morehead State during OVC action Saturday night at the RSEC. The Racers shot 47 percent for the game while
tying the conference record for blocked shots with 14.
ing Morehead to just 27-perMurray State ended the
cent shooting and only 16 first- evening shooting 48 percent
half points to lead 46-16 at (34-of-71 ) from the floor,
the halftime break.
including a 39-percent effort
The MSU defense was (11-of-28)from 3-point range.
nearly as good in the second Center Pearson Griffith (11
half, as Morehead was held points. 11 rebounds) and forscoreless for nearly the first ward Issian Redding (10
six minutes of the half. A points, 10 rebounds) each
jumper by Quinton Pryor recorded double-doubles.
ended the Eagles' scoreless
Cronin, however, was most
string at the 14:15. But it pleased with his team's
was too little too late for the rebounding effort, which provisitors, who trailed by 36 duced a 56-31 advantage on
(54-18), at that point and fell the glass, and its defensive
behind by as many as 56 play, which included an OVC
(90-34) before losing by 52. record-tying 14 blocked shots.
The big leads allowed Griffith led the way for the
Cronin to use every player Racers in that category with
on the Murray State bench. six blocks.
Backup point guard Tyler Hol"I
have
been
very
loway and reserve post play- impressed with our defense
er Rob Kennedy — both new- and rebounding in the last
comers to the MSU program two games," noted Cronin.
this season — led the way who emphasized more aggresfor the Racers on the score- sive work on the boards after
board with 14 points apiece. the Racers were outrebound
The Murray bench outscored
the Eagles 47-40.
IN See CRONIN Page 2B

Warriors stay on war path;
bring home NCHAA
Holiday championship
Jordan Harrell had 20 points
and 12 rebounds for Eastwood,
while Ramsey added a double-double to his stats with 16
points and 10 boards.
Jon Craig tacked on 13, while
David Craig had nine points
and 10 assists. Marcus Harrell
finished with four points.
Eastwood 68. Nashville Central B Team 56
David Craig led an all out
attack by the Warriors in the
opening game of the tournament Friday morning. as Eastwood outscored Nashville Central by 22 points in the second quarter to beat the host team
by 12 points.
Eastwood opened with a 148 lead and took a 40-18 lead
at halftime.
Ramsey added 17 points in
the win. while Craig chipped
in with nine and Jordan Harrell scored eight. Marcus Harrell finished with four and David
Leonard had one point.
The Warriors will not play
again until Jan. 6 when they
travel to Evansville.

MURRAY STATE 85, MOREHEAD STATE 74

Great Scott

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Eastwood Christian Academy won three games over a
two-day span to bring back the
championship trophy at this
weekend's NCHAA Holiday
Tournament at Nashville Central in Tennessee Saturday night.
The Warriors (10-1) beat the
host team's A squad in the
•title match 54-39 for the hardware. while Jordan Harrell and
David Craig were named to
the All-Tournament team. Erik
Ramsey was named the tournament's MVP..
Eastwood was led by Craig's
19 points, while Ramsey added
16 in the win.
Jordan Harrell dumped in
nine points and Marcus Harrell added six. Jon Craig finished with four points.
Eastwood 62, Knoxville 55
Earlier on Saturday, the Warriors beat out the Knoxville
Ambassadors by building a 1814 lead and taking a 33-29
lead into the lockeroom, never
looking back.

MOREHEAD $T.(14)
Wams 1-6 2-3 4, Burns 1-5 0-0 2.
Rogers 1-4 0-0 2. Smith 1-3 0-1 2,
Janusita 2-6 0-0 5. Pryor 5-13 2-4 12,
Brown 1-2 0-0 a Hall 0-0 0-0 0
Cooker/lam 2-8 0-1 4, Ballard 0-3 0-0
0. Allen 2-5 0-0 4, Resit 1-4 0-2 2
ramie 17.594-11 40
MURRAY ST.(4-2)
Witherspoon 2-6 1-2 5. Or 4-6 0-0 10,
Rocking 4-11 2-2 10. Gnffilti 5-8 1-2
11, Jwider 3-5 2-2 9, Pearson 0-3 0-0
0. 'Alright 0-3 0-0 0. Won 0-2 0-0 O.
Hoioway 5-8 0-0 14, Ho(kins, 3-6 0-0
8, Key 3-3 0-0 7. Kennedy 4-7 5-6 14,
Johnson 1-3 2-4 4 Tobsle 34-71 13-18
92
Hatttkrut — Murray State 46-16 3Point Goole — Moreheed Si 2-13
(Brown 1-2. Januska 1-3, Smith 0-1,
Wdliwns 0-1, Cockethem 0-1 Pryor 02. Bums 0-3). Murray Si 11-28
(Holloway 4-7, Orr 2-3, Hopkins 2-4,
Key 1-1, Jender 1-2 Kennedy 1-2,
woe 0-1. Vinght 0-1, Pearson 0-1,
witherspoon 0-2. Rsocing 0-4).
rouse' Out
None. Hatfounds —
morensiki Si 31 (Pryor 7). Murray St.
56 IKennedy 12) Assists —
Morehead St 10 (Cockerham 3),
Murray St 29 (Orr 7) TWIN kale —
1.4orehead St 14, Murray Si 15 A —
2,652

Joi Scott scores game-high 30
points in debut for Lady Racers

scorT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo
Murray State forward Ashley Nicole Hayes (23) goes
around the defense of Morehead State's Jessie
Plante (10) during the waning minutes of the Lady
Racers' 85-74 triumph over the Lady Eagles Saturday night at the RSEC. Hayes had 19 points and
seven rebounds In the win.

Special to the Ledger
Junior forward Joi Scott
took little time in introducing herself to Lady Racer
fans. scoring 30 points and
pulling down 13 rebounds —
both game-highs — in Murray State's 85-74 Ohio Valley Conference win over visiting Morehead State Saturday night.
Scott played in her first
game in a Lady Racers uniform after transferring from
Northern Illinois, where she
was the Mid-Arnehca Conference Freshman of the Year
in the 2002-03 season.
Morehead State (5-2.. 1- I
OVC) vaulted out to a 14-3
lead to open the game before
Murray State (2-6. 1-1 OVC)
went on a 7-0 run to narrow
the gap to 14-10. capping the
run with a three-pointer Iv junior post Erica Gordian with
15:50 left in the half. The
Lady Eagles got back out to
an eight-point lead twice midway through the period and
had a 26-19 lead with 8:37
left in the first half, but the
Lady Racers made an 8-0

run. with Scott hitting three
free throws, junior Ashley
Brooke Hayes hitting a threepointer and freshman Ashley.
Nichole Hayes popping in a
jumper to give Murray State
a 27-26 lead with 5:40 left
in the half.
Morehead State pushed out
to a four-point lead, but Murray State closed the half on
a 10-6 run, punctuated by a
last-second three-pointer by
freshman guard Amber Guffey to give the Lady Racers
at intermission.
Both teams were I4-for30 (.467) from the field in
the first half, with Morehead
State hitting six threes .to
Murray State's five, but the
Lady Racers had six free
throws to the Lady Eagles'
three.
In the' second half, Murray State picked up its intensity, out-rebounding Morehead
State 28-19 in the second
frame and holding the Lady
Eagles to four second-half
offensive boards. grabbing 20
See SCOTT Page 20
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Beggars can't be choosers
Titans not
picky about
win over
Texans
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Houston Texans aren't
sure how many more ways
they can find to lose games
at the end. The Tennessee Titans
know,enough not to be picky.
Kris Brown hooked a 31yard field goal short and wide
left on an untirned play with
no time left even as Tennessee
coach Jeff Fisher was trying
to call a timeout, and the Titans
held on for a 13-10 victory
Sunday over the hapless Texans.
Brown also had a 37-yard
field goal attempt blocked by
Tank Williams with 3:48 left.
Rob Bironas kicked a 21 yard field goal with 10 seconds left that gave Tennessee
(4-9)the sweep of its AFC South
rival, the Titans' third sweep
in the four seasons since the
Texans replaced them in Houston.
Tennessee tried to keep the
ball out of Jerome Mathis' hands
by squibbing the kickoff, but
Todd Washington pitched it to
the rookie returner. Mathis took
off, and only Reynaldo Hill
grabbing him by the face mask
on the right sideline kept him
from scoring. The penalty put

AP

Houston kicker Kris Brown (3) watches with holder
Chad Stanley (7) as Brown's 31-yard field goal attempt
goes wide with no time left In the game to give the
Tennessee Titans a 13-10 win on Sunday In Nashville,
Tenn.
the ball at the Tennessee 13
— except the kicker jerked the
ball left.
Fisher was grateful the officials didn't see him asking for
the timeout.
"I don't know if I have another way to describe that other
than that was ugly," Fisher
said.
The Texans (1-12) lost their
sixth straight in yet another
game they had plenty of chances
to win, especially at the end.

After blowing a 24-3 lead
against St. Louis and a late
lead last week against Baltimore. Houston had not one,
but two chances in this game
— the blocked kick and then
the final one.
"In 20 years, I have never
been through three weeks like
we have been through here,"
Houston coach Domvcapers
said.
Steve McNair set up Bironas'
first career game-winning field

goal by driving the Titans 70
yards in 10 plays with his second-longest run this season, an
18-yarder on third-and-4.
Brown said be had hoped
Mathis would give him another chance after being low on
his blocked kick, and he had
been warming up on the sideline
°
"I didn't pull my end of
the bargain today," Brown said.
Rookie Adam "Pacman"
Jones also cored the first touchdown of his NFL career on a
52-yard Oitpeturn after rejoining the *ins late Saturday
night following a funeral for
a close friend and the death
of an aunt.
The Titans also sacked David
Carr six times, including two
by Kyle Vanden Bosch for a
career-high 12 1/2 sacks this
season. They held the Texans
to 234 yards offense, and Vanden Bosch called the ending
crazy.
"I thought we won, then I
thought they brought it back.
Then I thought the game was
over, then I thought we were
going to overtime. Then we
ended up winning. It was crazy,"
Vanden Bosch said.
The emotions were very different for the Texans.
"Why can't we just find a
way to make one more play?"
Carr asked. "It's offense,
defense, special teams, myself
included. We all have to find
a way to make one more play,
and we won't be in that situation."

ly see him.
"It's the greatest feeling
when it works," he added,
"because while you can't see
it, you can hear it."
What the Colts have been
hearing daily — and will conyards all day. So, naturally, tinue to hear until their jourJags quarterback David Gar- ney is done — is advice on
rard hooked up with Jimmy how to finish out the season.
Smith for 31 yards on the first
Those who think the ultiplay of the drive. Jacksonville
mate _goal is winning them all,
went on score, then recovered
which includes the Colts playan onside kick, scored again
ers, will be counseling Dungy,
and added a 2-point converteam president Bill Polian and
sion:
the staff to keep the Colts
But this time, with three front-liners on the field
until
timeouts left. Jacksonville coach each game is safely
tucked into
Jack Del Rio elected to kick the win column.
off long and see if his defense
Those who think the Super
could get the ball back.
Bowl is reward enough will
It looked like a smart move be counseling
him to rest as
when his defense stiffed Indimany of those players as- he
anapolis running back Edgercan.
tin James for 3 yards on the
Know, however, that Dungy
first play and zero on the seckeeps
his own counsel. And
ond. With the Colts in an obvious passing situation, the Jack- that his players, to a man, trust
sonville pass rushers — who'd him to make the right call.
"Rest?" James said. "I'll rest
already sacked Manning a season-high three times — came when I'm through playing footflying in fast and furious. Tack- ball. Right now, it's just a
le John Henderson collapsed groove that we're in. and we
the pocket, then reached out just want to keep going."
to wrap up Manning with both
But for all the bravado, a
arms extended — a half-sec- moment later James conceded,
ond too late.
"Whatever Tony wants us to
"It's called a 'trust' play," do, we'll do it.
Manning said. "Coach Dungy
"It's not a matter of us lobmade the call and I had to bying the coaches about playbackpedal a little because the ing," center Jeff Saturday conguy was in my face. You just curred. "Tony and Bill will get
trust that Dallas will be in the together, make their decision
spot, because I couldn't real- and that will be it."

NEW YORK lAP) --- Reg- shot at football immortality
gie Bush is on the clock.
came down to something much
The Heisman Trophy win- simpler.
ner has a little more than a
Trust.
month to decide whether he'll
Facing a third-and-7 at their
enter the NFL draft or become
own 23, struggling to protect
the second straight junior from
a 26-18 lead with 1:39 left
Southern California to pass up
Sunday at Jacksonville in a
a chance to be the No. I pick
game they should have comand go back to school.
fortably wrapped up some 5
But it's not as if Bush can minutes earlier. Peyton Manning
spend the holiday season weigh- & Co. needed a first down in
ing the pros and cons, pon- the worst way. Everybody —
dering the biggest decision of the Jaguars defense included
his young life. There's still a — knew what was coming
national championship game for next.
which Bush must prepare.
"We've got who I think is
For now, he's putting his the best player in the NFL,"
future on hold.
was all the explanation Colts
"I won't think about it until coach Tony Dungy needed afterafter this Rose Bowl game." ward. "We wanted to give him
he said Saturday after becom- a chance to win the game."
ing the third USC player to
We know now how it turned
win the Heisman in the last out. The Colts picked up the
four years. "We've got our first down, ran out the clock,
work cut out for us with Texas." nudged their record to 13-0,
Bush and Trojans quarter- and locked up a playoff spot
back Matt Leinart, last year's and
home-field advantage
Heisman winner, play Texas throughout the playoffs.
for the national title on Jan.
And if they go on to win
4. marking another historic 19 straight games and the Super
moment for the USC dynasty. Bowl — surpassing the 1972
Never before have Heisman Dolphins in the bargain — that
Trophy winners played togeth- simple 12-yard hitch throw from
er in .a college game.
Manning to Dallas Clark will
The deadline for underclass- say as much about their sucmen to declare forfthe NFL
draft is Jan. 15.
Bush did allow for a moment
of speculation at his post-victory news conference at a Manhattan restaurant.
"I love the whole East Coast Staff Report
atmosphere." Bush said. "I can Murray Ledger & Times
definitely see myself playing
The Calloway County High School wrestling
here, playing for the New York team took 10th place in the Orange
& Black
Jets."
tournament, held over the weekend in Hopkinsville.
The Laker squad competed against Caldwell
County, Ohio County, Henderson County, University Heights Academy. Christian County,
Ili
ME • 111 • III
IN •
/M
Hopkinsville. Fort Campbell, Harpeth (Tenn.)
•r
• 1.
• all OM • IM
High School, Memphis Harding Academy and
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Motioned Football League Standings
Al Those CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
BAN
Pet
I.
8 5 0 615
New England
6 7 0 462
Miami
338
4 9
&Ono
231
3 lo
N.Y Jets
South
W 1. T Pct
13 0 01 O(K)
x-Inchanapolis
9 4 0 692
Jacksonvilie
4 9 0 306
Tennessee
1 12 0 077
Houston
North
W L T Pct
10 3 0 769
Cinannat
8 5 0 615
Plasburgh
4 9 0 308
Baltimore
4 9 0 308
Cleveland
West
W L T Pci
10 3 0 769
Denver
8 5 0 615
Diego
sati
8 5 0 615
Kansas City
4 9 0 308
Oaldand
Sunday's Games
N.Y Jets 26. ONdand 10
Tennessee 13, Houston 10
Pmsburgh 21, Chicago 9
New England 35, Buffalo 7
Cincinnati 23, Cleveland 20
Minnesota 27 S? Louis 13
Indianapolis 26, Jacksonville 18
Tampa Bay 20, Carolina 10
Seattle 41, San Francisco 3
Washington 17. Ozone 13
N Y Giants 26. Philadelphia 23, OT
Dallas 31. Kansas City 28
Miami 23. San Diego 21
Denver 12, Baltimore 10
Green Bay 16. Detroit 13. OT
Monday's Game
New Orleans at Atlanta. 8 p

NATIONAL CONFIRRINCE
East
W IT Pet
9 4 0 692
N Y Giants
8 5 0 615
D441111
Winningly+
7 6 0 538
Philadelphia
5 8 0 385
South
W ET Pet
9 4 0 892
Tampa B•ay
9 4 0 892
Caloons
Atlanta
7 5 0 583
New Orleans
3 9 0 250
North
W i.t Pet
Chicago
9 4 0 692
Minnesota
8 5 0 615
Detroit
4 9 0 308
3 10 0 231
Green Bay
Weal
W IT Pet
11
2 0 846
s-Seattle
Louis
5 8 0 385
SI
Anzona
4 9 0 306
2 11 0 154
San Francisco
4-clinched division
Saturdey'a GOMM
Tampa Bay at New England. 12:30 p.m
Kansas City at 14 Y Giants. 4 pm
Denver at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m
Sunday. Dec. 18
N Y Jets at Miami. Noon
Anzona at Houston, Noon
Seattle at Tennessee, Noon
San Diego at Indianapolis, Noon
Philadelphia at St Louis. Noon
Carolina vs New Orleans at Bator
Rouge. La. Noon
San Francisco at Jacksonvae, Noon
Pittsburgh at Minnesota, Noon
Cincinnati at Detroit. 3:05 p.m
Cleveland at Oakland, 3135 p.m
Dallas at Washington, 315 pm
Atlanta at Chicago, 710 p.m
Moncley. Dec. 19
Green Bay at Baltimore. 8 p m

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jeremy Pruitt tossed in a
game-high 26 points at the Calloway County Middle School
seventh grade boys' basketball
team defeated crosstown rival
Murray Middle 51-37 on Friday night.

Brock Simmons followed
Pruitt with 13 points, while
Shawn Thompson and la)
Green added three apiece. Blake
Maness and Patrick Kelly both
had two points, while Eric
Thurmond and Tyler Morton
rounded out the scoring with
one point each.

victory since they defeated ColFrom Page 1B
ed soundly by both Tennessee orado-Colorado Springs 109and Texas-San Antonio in the 44 in November 2001, and it
two games prior to last Thurs- equals MSU's eighth-largest
day's OVC opener. "When you margin of victory in school
outrebound somebody by 25. history. It ,was also Murray's
you're going to win the game. most lopsided win in OVC
We have a few guys who have play.
"We've talked a lot about
more experience from last seabeing a veteran team and the
son, and that has shown.
"I'm really happy for Pear- fact that you can't take a night
son Griffith. He's got it going off in this league," Cronin said
offensively. I'm also excited "This is an experienced team
for Rob Kennedy. He got some now. I came up with every
quality minutes and gave us excuse to defend them last
great production on both ends year, but there are no excusof the floor (Saturday)." he es this year. We just have to
continue to play like we hase
added.
The 52-point win marked so far if we're going to comthe Racers' largest margin of pete for an OVC title."

•Scott ...

Springfield (Tenn.).
David Stewart and Kevin Kelly led the way
for CCHS. as each wrestler compiled 2-2 records
in their respective weight classes.
Brandon Tibaldi, Matthew Fry, Ryan Schoppi and Jordan Mathis each went 1-2. Jeramy
Martin, Matthew Oliver, Tyler McKinney, Cedric
Roberts. Shaun Spann, Michael Treadway and
Wesley Potts each went 0-2 in their matches.
Calloway won nine individual matches on the
day.
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1-800-363-4720
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

•Cronin ...

CCHS wrestling finishes 10th
over weekend in Hopkinsville

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

with good reason CMS seventh grade squad
beats Murray Middle

The college In Tony they trust
By JIM LIKE
cess as anything that happened
clock is
before or after.
AP Sports columnist
Ahead 26-3 with about 7
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP)
ticking for — For all the film study, meet- minutes
left, the Colts elected
ings and practices, schemes and to play prevent defense against
huddles and even a Jaguars team that hadn't comReggie Bush coverages,
audibles. the Indianapolis Colts' pleted a pass longer than 16

Velillift

CORIEDOADD

SIPT—

Located on Hwyo2S0 off Hwy. 94 E.• Murray
762-2238 • www.murraystate.eduhnillergolf

From Page 1B
defensive rebounds of its own.
Morehead State led by as
many as five points early in
the second period and had a
58-55 advantage with 8:03 left
in regulation, but Scott completed a three-point play to
knot the game at 58-58. Scott
then hit a jumper to give Murray State a 60-58 lead with
5:25 remaining, and Ashley Nichole Hayes and Gordian each
put in a bucket to complete
the 9-0 run and give the Lady
Racers a 64-58 lead with 4:48
left in the game.
Morehead State was able to
cut the lead to two, 64-62,
with 3:14 remaining, but used
a 6-2 run from that point to
keep the Lady Eagles at arm's
length for the rest of the game.
Sophomore guard Alaina Lee
hit five of her last six freethrow attempts down the stretch
to solidify the Lady Racer win.
"Our game plan was to just
be aggressive for 40 minutes."
said Lady Racer head coach
Joi Felton. "That was our big
focus: to compete hard and
fight for 40 minutes, and I
think that we did that. We had
a couple of times where we were
down a bit, but for the most
part, we did a good job defensively. We got off to a slim
start defensively and left
(Megan) Gearhart open for a
few shots, hut after that, we
settled in and played more
aggressively in the paint.
"Jot Scott had a great game
tonight, and so did Ashley (Nichole) Hayes. We had a great

effort from kids coming off
the bench: Ashley Brooke Hayes
hit some big shots for us. especially in' the second half. I'm
just so proud of this team and
the effort we gave tonight."
Scott's 30 points marked
the first time for a Lady Racer
to reach that plateau since Lori
Trumblee put in 32 points
against Butler on Nov. 30.
2002. Scott was 11 -for-18 from
the field and 8-for-I0 from the
line and had a co-game-high
three blocked shots.
Ashley Nichole Hayes put
in 19 points for the Lady Racers on 8-for-12 shooting and
grabbed seven rebounds. Gordian added eight points and
six boards.
Morehead State was paced
by 21 points and 12 rebounds
from LaKrisha Brown. Patti
White added 15 points, while
Gearhart had 13 points and a
game-high 10 assists.
Murray State will take the
next week off for Finals Week,
then will resume action on Dec.
18 at Jacksonville State.

•

TV, radio
TODAY
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
8 p.m.
ABC — New Oneens at Atlanta
NHL HOCKEY
7:90 p.m.
OLN ...Pittsburgh at Detroit
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NFL ROUNDUP

Colts spotless; Eagles done
By The Associated Press
While the Indianapolis Colts took
another step toward perfection, the
defending NFC champion Philadelphia Eagles hit the end of their road
to the playoffs.
The Colts became the fourth team
in NFL history to go 13-0, beating
Jacksonville 26-18 Sunday. Their next
,step in their spotless season comes
.at home against San Diego, and only
the second team to win their first 14
games. The other? The 1972 Dolphins, whose 17-0 record is the only
perfect mark in league history.
Not that Indy is thinking about it.
The tagles (5-8) haven't got the
playoffs to look ahead to. After four
straight trips to the NFC title game,
and a Super Bowl berth last February. Philadelphia was eliminated from
contention with a 26-23 overtime loss
to the New York Giants.
Decimated by injuries and discord,
Philadelphia became the fifth consecutive team to mis,s the playoffs after
losing the Super Bowl the previous
season.
In other games, it was: New England 35, Buffalo 7; Miami 23, San
Diego 21; Dallas 31, Kansas City 28:
Denver 12. Baltimore 10; Tampa Bay
20, Carolina ID: Pittsburgh 21, Chicago 9; Cincinnati 23, Cleveland 20;
Minnesota 27, St. Louis 13; Seattle
41, San Francisco 3; Washington 17,
Arizona 13; Tennessee 13, Houston
'10; the New York Jets 26, Oakland
10; and Green Bay 16. Detroit 13 in
overtime.
On Monday night, New Orleans is
at Atlanta.
• Colts 26, Jaguars 18
At Jacksonville. Peyton Manning
threw two touchdown passes to Marvin Harrison and Mike Vanderjagt
kicked four field goals. Manning, who
had 122 yards passing in a 10-3 win
against the Jaguars (9-4) in the second week of the season, nearly doubled that at halftime, and finished 24of-36 for 324 yards. Harrison caught
six passes for 137 yards.
The Jaguars had their five-game winning streak snapped.
Giants 26, Eagles 23 10T)
At Philadelphia, Jay Feely's 36yard field goal with 3:55 left in overtime lifted the first-place Giants (9-
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4). They lead Dallas by a game in
the NFC East, which the Eagles have
dominated for four seasons, but are
0-5 in this year.
Feely, who cost the Giants a victory in Seattle two weeks ago by
missing three late kicks, made four
field goals. Tiki Barber had 124 yards
rushing and one TD catch and the
Giants overcame Eli Manning's three
interceptions in the fourth warter and
overtime.
Patriob 35, Bilis 7
In the snow, TOM Brady finished
with 329 yards passing and two touchdowns against the unraveling Bills (49) at Orchard Park, N.Y. Corey Dillon added a 12-yard touchdown run
and 102 yards rushing. Troy Brown
and Christian Fauna each caught short
touchdown passes as the two-time
Super Bowl champions (8-5) scored
the first 35 points and closed in on
the AFC East title.
Dolphins 23, Chargers 21
At San Diego, Gus Frerotte threw
two touchdown passes to Chris Chambers in the third quarter and the Dolphins ended the Chargers' five-game
winning streak, severely damaging their
playoff hopes.
Antonio Gates caught an 8-yard
TD pass from Drew Brees with 15
seconds left, but the Dolphins recovered the onside kick as San Diego
fell to 8-5.
Cowboys 31, Chiefs 28
In the day's wildest game. Drew
Bledsoe threw for 332 yards and three
touchdowns, including a 1-yarder to
Dan. Campbell with 22 seconds left
to give the host Cowboys (8-5) the
win.
Kansas City's Lawrence Tynes
missed a 41-yarder on the final play.
The Cowboys have had all but two
games decided by a touchdown or
less; two of their last three losses
came on a field goal as time expired.
Broncos 12, Ravens 10
At Denver, Kyle Johnson made a
tiptoe catch for a touchdown. Champ
Bailey set a franchise record with an
interception in his fifth straight game
and the Broncos (10-3) gained a game
on their AFC West rivals. They lead
the Chiefs and Chargers by two games
and are tied with Cincinnati for the
second-best record in the AFC. Jake

Plummer threw for 236 yards
Once 20, Panthers 10
Carrie!! -Cadillac" Williams ran for
112 yards and a pair of a touchdowns
to lead the Hues into a tie with the
host Panthers for the NFL South lead
at 9-4. Both teams have NFC South
rivals Atlanta and New Orleans remaining on their schedules.
The Tampa Bay defense held Carolina to 276 yards as the Bucs snapped
a five-game losing streak against the
Panthers.
Rhoden 21, lbws 9
At Pittsburgh, the sometimes-forgotten Jerome Bettis wasn't bothered
by the snow in scoring two touchdowns and rushing for 101 yards as
the Steelers (8-5) ended Chicago's
eight-game winning streak.
Bettis, held to 22 yards on 14 carries in his previous two games, had
his first 100-yard game since getting
117 last Dec. 26 against Baltimore.
Heonly 186 yards in Pittsburgh's
frrsi2 games.
Vikings 27, Ran 13
At Minneapolis. the Vikings (8-5)
forced six turnovers and held Steven
Jackson to 67 yards rushing in their
sixth straight victory. Brian Williams
led the way with two interceptions
as the Vikings confused and battered
A
rookie quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick. Indianapolis quarterback Peyton Manning, right, makes a firstwho was 26-of-44 for 235 yards and quarter pass against Jacksonville's Marcus Stroud Sunday in
five interceptions for the fading Rams Jacksonville, Fla.
(5-8).
Bengal: 23, Brooms 20
record ninth straight win. Bobby string running back Cedric Houston
At Cincinnati, the flat Bengals used Engram caught two touchdowns.
and third-string quarterback Brooks
Rudi Johnson's season-high 169 yards
NFL rushing leader Shaun Alexan- Bollinger led the Jets (3-10i. who
rushing, and Shayne Graham kicked der added 108 yards on 21 carries broke a seven-game losing streak.
a 37-yard field goal on the final play. and his league-leading 23rd rushing
Bollinger threw for one touchdown
Cincinnati (10-3) reached double- score late in the third quarter against and set a team record' with 56 yards
digits in victories for the first time the Niners (2-Ill.
rushing by a quarterback. Marston
since 1988. its last Super Bowl seaRedskins 17, Cardinals 13
scored the first touchdown of his
son.
Clinton Portis ran for 105 yards career and John Abraham had two
With Carson Palmer struggling to as the visiting Redskins (7-6) rallied sacks that caused fumbles.
complete throws in the wind. John- from a 10-3 deficit to keep their slim
Packers 16, lions 13, OT
son carried 'a season-high 30 times playoff' hopes alive.
At Green Bay. the Packers (3-10)
and did most of the work in a 43Portis ran 15 yards for a touch- won it on Ryan Longwell's 28-yard
yard drive to Graham's winning kick. down to tie the game at 10 in the field goal. hut it was the running ofSeakawks 41, 49ers 3
third quarter, and Antonio Brown gave Samkon Gado 1171 yards, one TDI
At Seattle. Matt Hasselbeck com- the Redskins the lead, for good 17- and a goal-line stand that was decipleted eight of his first nine passes 13 with a 9I-yard kickoff return with sive.
for three touchdowns over the first 3:29 left in the third quarter.
The Packers (3-10) were hacked
15:22. and the Seahawks(11-2)cruised.
Jets 26, Raiders 10
up in their territory after the defenHasselbeck finished 21-for-25 for 226
Curtis Martin, out for the rest of sive stand - Na'il Diggs stopped the
yards and a season-high four scores the season, missed his first game since Lions' Jeff Garcia on a fourth-andin three quarters of Seattle's team- 1998 with a sore right knee, but third- goal sneak.

PEPPERS YEAR-END
CLEARANCE BLOWOUT Expires 1-3-06

GM Red Tag Event Continues
At Peppers
Chevrolet With... Expires 1-3-06

2005 Dodge Neon SXT

Prices BELOW GM Red Tag

SO

MSRP ........
......S16,840
-842
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
- 2,000
Chrysler Financial Bonus Cash. - 1,000
II Farm Bureau
- 500
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New

'06 Silverado
2WD Ext. Cab LT1

•5.3 L V-8
•6 way Power Seat
• HD Trailering
Equipment

'12,498*

'22,986*

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

Your Price $
Stk *CT5198

rev,61"14

00•00

CE)2005 Chrysler PT Cruiser Touring
Convertable
MSRP
$27020
-1.329
Peppers Dist
Mtg. Rebate
-2.000
Chrysler Financial Bonus Cash. .- 2,000

21,691*

3rxtv-

'06 Silverado
4WD Ext. Cab LT1

• Z71 off Road Package
.5300 v-8
• HD Trailering
Equipment

43) 2005 Chrysler Town &
Country LX LWB

$26 25938*

'06 Trailbiazor
LS 2WD

•8 Way Power Seat
• Vortec 4200 16 Engine
• Remote Keyless Entry
Stk 0-G15221

'20,986* Ankliktit,
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Jeep

07-77.10.,

2400 E Wood St • Paris
542-5661 .1-800-748-881h

$28,975.00
- 3.299.00
-3,000.00

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or &mai CO
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- In Stock - Nicely Equipped -
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23,1O1
4:00 2006 Avalon XL Sedan
22 MPG City**
31 MPG Hwy.**
Special Holiday
Price
Sit IrTC621 1

26404*
42, 2006 Tacoma 4x4
The Off-Road Remedy
Go Where You Want When You Want

Special Holiday
Price
sit trril,:•c,

$18,
315*
0
$22 676
'

Disclaimer Price is plus tax. title & license and after all
manufacturers rebates and factory to dealer incentives $64 50 doe
tee included Photos for illustration purposes only
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MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

Stk. OCT5239

CFC mit be Ihsead
'Whatever it

I

STOW1:14.1bii

$27,310
MSRP
-2,324
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
-3,000
Chrysler Financial Bonus Cash. .- 3,000
- 1,000
If Farm Bureau

$34,735.00
- 4,975.62
-3,500.00

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebate

New

60 MPG City**
51 MPG Hwy.*

• Affordable • Luxury •Style •Comfort

Stk, OGT6207

Your Price

Stk CC5349

Teti WO

$30,460.00
- 4,278.20
- 3,500.00

22,681n*

MSRP
$32745
-3,259
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
-5.000
Chrysler Financial Bonus Cash. 1,000
-500
It Farm Bureau

4:10
2005 Prius Hybrid Sedan
• Cleaner Air • Better Environment
• Great Fuel Economy .

Stk t016169

<S)2005 Dodge 1500 SIT Quad
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Peppers Toyota
YOTA 2120 E Wood St
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VISA

060
Help Wanted
ORDER pies and cob
biers early, by 21st We
are only doing 50
Sandra D's 293-3816
TOBACCO and and
barn for rent 489-2116

JUST give us a call,
Your loved one we'll
try to find, Here at
the Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Adkins
Fors

HOSPICE NURSE
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Register Nurse for our Hospice Agency. The
position is full-time. Prefer candidate with prior
hospice experience.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package & a career ladder program.
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

Seasons Restaurant in
Hardin, KY Apply in
person
30 days or less:
become a regional
manager
with
us.
Supplement your present income_ Earn $2K3K per month. Part
time or full time. No
experience required.
Training available Call
877-676-5587

Warehouse Utility Position
Picking & Processing Orders, Receiving &
Unloading, Inventory Maintenance, Forklift
Experience. Valid driver's License. Light to
Moderate Lifting, Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &
benefits!
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Almo, KT 42020

Help Wanted
APPLICATIONS now
being accepted for full
time and part time
Food Service positions.
Full
time
position
includes benefit package
Candidates
should have a positive
attitude, neat appearance, and enjoy worktng with senior adults. If
you would like to join
the rest of our caring,
enthusiastic staff, and
enjoy working daytime
hours in a clean and
comfortable environment, applications are
available
at
905
Glendale
Road.
Glendale
Place
Retirement
Community.

*Ai*,
•g'_;

i -Ø

Rutoniative
Position available for
an Expenenced ASE
Certified Automotive
Technician. Must be
able to diagnosis and
repair vehicles. Also
accepting applications for experienced
service writer. Pay
based on experience.
Apply in person @
Harlan Automotive
408 North 4th Street
or call 270-767-0101

AVON Representatives
needed in your area
Be your own boss Can
make $8-$15 per hour
Call 270-767-0308
CHILDCARE
center
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible
Apply 109 S 15th St.,
Murray.

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri
at 616 N. 12th
Street, Murray.
No phone calls.

GRANTS
Proposal
Manager, Office of
Sponsored Programs.
Murray
State
University. Full-time.
non-tenure track position to begin March
2006. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree and
at least two years of
demonstrated success
in grant proposal writing required. Master's
Degree preferred. Must
have proven experience in grant proposal
idea conception and
development.
Must
have exceptional writing ability and oral
communication skills
Responsibilities:
Grant proposal writing.
editing and budget
development. Manage
all phases of grant proposal
development
from idea conception to
completed proposal.
Provide guidance and
training
to
faculty
and/or
professional
staff in the preparation
for grant proposals.
Recruit faculty and/or
professional staff for
developing grant proposals. Application
Deadline: January 15,
2006. To Apply: Send
letter of application.
resume and the names
and addresses of three
professional
references
to:
Grants
Proposal
Manager
Search, Murray State
University, 328 Wells
Hall,
Murray,
KY
42071-3318. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State University
is an equal education
and
employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer.

POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21 62 hr
now hiring For application and free government lob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042.
24
hours
Employment service

MIRACLES.
Detai
housecleaning
and
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
NEED your home or
business cleaned? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service!' repairs
759.3556
THE
Computer
Remedy
Computer
repair, system recovery and in-home assistance 435-4667
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

GO cart for sale 169cc
Magnum Express. 2seater red, 6 51-iP
engine, GFX full suspension, Force-Tech
chassis. $650 OBO.
( 2 7 0)2 9 3 - 4 5 0 5 ,
(270)753-8356
GRANDFATHER
Clocks custom made
by local craftsman
using local hardwoods,
walnut, cherry, or oak
270-761-3408
HD Televisions
Come by 500 N. 4th St.
& see our large selection of HD televisions.
DLP, LCD, Plasma, &
Rear
Projection.
Brands
include
Toshiba, JVC, LG,
Zenith & Sanyo. We
also carry TV carts &
Entertainment Centers.
Financing available .
No payments, no interest until January 07.
For more info call
Beasley's 759-0901
SCRAPBOOKING &
journaling
supplies
albums, cutting tools,
page protectors, photo
mounting paper &
stickers. Discount on
Cali
all
items.
(270)761-3574
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w(
capped
sleeves size 16, $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

i

lliaApplianees
Large
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

MOTORCYCLE, helmets, lackets, boots, &
saddlebags.
Jerry's
Sporting Goods in
Mayfield. (270)2474704
210

150
Articles
For Sale
1,000 old solid brick
Call 753-7951
2.06 carat diamond
engagement or eternity
ring. 3 princess cut
center stones with
baguettes on each
side. Diamonds are "D"
clarity
Retail
$9,999.00. Must sell:
$4,000 OBO. Have certification papers 2273710 or 227-0447
65" Sony rear projection HD ready TV with
2-year
warranty
$1500. Aquarium: 150
& 220 gallon, both with
equipment. 293-7917.

Firewood
FIREWOOD, $25 You
pick up 437-4030
SEASONED Oak
474-1421 227-8504

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre $11,500 7536012

16X80
Chandeleu
3BR & 2BA, C/A/H.
293-4711
1995 Fleetwood 16x80
3 bedroom, 2 bath
w/upgrades All app
furnished, wid included, $14.500 293-5215,
293-2924

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

CALOTREN and other
products
20°. off.
Lose weight and sleep
better safely Local distributor Call 759-9953
for same day delivery

ANING houses is
Call
my business
Linda H 759-9553

CAMOUFLAGE clothing for all ages
Insulated coveralls and
army
underwear
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods,
Mayfield
(270)247-4704

'98 Century mobile
home. 270-705-9630

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15thl Hurry 12 price
sale!! 731-584-4926

GOOD used tires,
wheels, and aluminum
wheels. 436-5235

38R 213A Unbelievable
$13,6951 Hurry 1 ontyll
731-584-9430

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
NOW accepting appliacations Express Tan of
Murray for sales associates Must have flexible hours Send or fax
to
1055
resume
Mineral Wells Ave.
Paris, TN 38242. Fax
(731)644-9101 or apply
In person.

09
Domestic 8 Childcare

FREE
4-room satellite system
DVR & HD
Upgrades
FREE.
$19.99 per mo. for 3
mo + 23 channels of
HBO, Cinemax, &
Showlirne FREE for 3
months For more into
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802
HOUSE cleaning
Rentals/Cabins 7536671

2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1:000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 7314424438

MESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY 1

Homes For Ws
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
3BA $39,9001
Lo
model only' Call now.
731-584-9109

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

REDUCED
3BR
mobile home and lot
$14.500 753-6012

Does Your Policy Pay 100‘7s
the Deductibles!
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 1912 on Part A; $110 WI
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAM FILL% ?OR MY CLIENTS

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baff)
Both priced in
the 50's Call
642
today!'

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
- PREPLANNING Dallas WIlloughby
Pre-Arrangement Specwlist

Disposal
All I ypes 07 Refuse Serve

Self MemorialiLation,
a gift for those who
love you.

Noble Hams?
2&38R in HardinTUpli)
$350/mo with approved
credit. 753-3640 before
8:30PM
2BR,
2BA
(270)527-8808

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service
Business or Residential -

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

S35.00 a month

Rates are all-inclusive - no extra taxes or fees

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Your telephone number will not change

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

$300

Terry IsaacsiKaren Isaacs, Dumer7

Calling Features
*Ca ier ID
•••
•Cali waiting
•
Call fonmardog

LARGE
3BR 2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

li-

No pets

I Id

For farther information or to sign up rontari
William Robertson phone:
(270)753-0444

\Linagement

weekly & special pickups
locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2783• 293-2784

DiAL 03

LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Apartments For brit
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coterhan RE 7594118
1 BR. 1 year old, no
pets. $300
deposit.(205)361-4763.
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call 753
8221.
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•213R, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d. $425.
•113R. 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350.
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR. low utilities, no
lease required. $225
month, no pets. 7533949
1BR, washer/dryer, dw,
$335, pets allowed
1619D Chris Dr. Call
753-4219
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat,
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
3 or 4 BR duplex, 1.650
sq ft.. 1 car garage, all
appliances, $740
1BR, all appliances
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937, 753-1951
3BR house - 1112 Elm
St., C/H/A, $600 3BR
1BA - 901 Sunny Lane
$450 753-3415
Extended stay Rooms
available, all furnished,
all utitities, water. electric. phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room
S400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)7538407.
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath. garage, G/11/4.
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit.
no pets 753-2905

FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for: 1br
apt, basic rent 5330/
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
LARGE duplex 2-4BR,
1.5BA with garage, sun
porch 489-2195

FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY
J&L RENTALS MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496• 270-293-6906

If you would like your business to be featured
in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Jill or Julie at 7534916

LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom
all appliances Brooklyn Drive
Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA.
Close to university.
QUIET area. Water and
garbage pickup included. Washer and dryer
$550 per month. 7532225. 759-1509
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR. no pets,
water paid. 753-5980
WALK
TO
MSU!
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covered
picnic
area.
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164

Rooms For Rent
1BR. use of common
areas. Utilities furnished. Near MSU.
Coleman RE. 7539898

*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

213 South 12th St. 20
3 bedroom C/H/A,
bath, $600 per month
$600 deposit. 1 year
lease. 753-7107
2BR, 1 bath, carport.
hardwood floors, new
vinyl, newly decorated,
all new bath. stove &
refngerator, 1 yr. lease,
references, no pets
$500
deposit,
$550/mo 805 N. 18th
St., 759-1987, 2937710
3BR 2BA. 418 S. 9th
St. $525 a month. $675
security. 474-2520 best
alter 5PM
3BR. 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision. Available
immediately.
$695
month. (270)435-4602,
293-4602
MELROSE Drive, city
schools, 3BR, 28A.
Brick, C/H/A, 2 car
garage, big fenced in
backyard, redecorated.
Owner (954)345-1495

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Cr

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

753-3853
Houses For Rent
SMALL house and a
mobile home 7 miles
east of Murray Call
Linzy Beane 436-2582

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
-Sate & clear
•We sell boxi,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

360
Storage Rentals
STORAGE
RENTALS
•• •RV'S •111..
s28 South 3rd
I 11 MILO
Mt RR 33, ISt 42071

370
ornmercial Prot4
For Sale
PARIS. TN. Best loca
tion, court square. was
side. 2 story, 2.500
sq.ft.
per
floor.
(270)489-2116 leave
message.
Cawood:NI Prop For Haat
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq ft. 7531252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
iudicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex 759'
- 772.
..1

111.i/i

dii .11

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

ARO.

Murray Ledger & Times

C1ASSIFIEDS

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding A Fencang •Mobi
*Brick •All External Classing
*Acid Clemens Available
•wc Use Hot Water •Parkiag Lots & Driveii,dys
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or(270) 293-0939

!ER*Prop. For fart
VERY large warehouse
approximately 3
d(res Office space, 2
oathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
i-iocikup, steel hoist
beam, great fighting,
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595,
& &mem
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FEMALE boxer pup
Fawn with black mask
Would make a great
Christmas gift! 7670143. 227-5166

$2,000/ACRE 40 acre
wooded with road
frontage near KY lake
golf course 703-0549
1-285 acres Owner
financing
available
270)489-2116 leave
message
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

1

-1111tam Far Me

RANCH Style House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn. 22x40
equipment
shed.
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

12 wooded acres in
Calloway
County.
Owner says sell
$35,000
Red Mill
Realty. 270-924-4112
Moms For Salo
1523 Oxford Drive
48R, 38k 2 story on
large
corner
lot
$159,900. Call Kim
Baker at 1-502-7535251
FOR SALE
OR RENT:
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray.
753-9075,
227-219)
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-6534465 or 270-339-8823
Please, no Sunday
calls
HOUSES for sale in
newly developed subdivision. Pick the lot
and house plan of your
choice and we build it.
start
at
Houses
$70,000 for 1.200
square feet. Pay after
completion
months). Brian 9781323.

I

III1Pern For Rant

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

-St
.00

cep I

etall
ft.
MS,

ing,
ar
N.
759-

03 H-D Sportster XL
1200
100th
Anniversary 7,4xx
great
condition,
chrome
extras
(270)748-7332
MO Mass 1
.94 Jeep Wrangler
4cy1, 5spd, many
extras
Murray
(618)973-8621

t

MIMSC011e
lacimelles Neer
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, DOC 13,2006:
This year could be a mixed bag
SoMetimea you are focused on
work; Other ernes, you night be
unusually vettall end 110010. This
mai might Mel Eke WM sat
are now !'•efiere 63 become
even more Me this in the next
year. You wE be unusually active
mentally. You might want to take
a hard look at your life and consider whet you want to change. It
you are single, you are likely to
meet someone through your
day-to-day travels. You might
grew a lot through this bond, but
there could be quarrels or intnnMC disagreements. It you are
attached, be nurtunng and, it you
can, less dominant GEMINI
often challenges you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive; 3-Average -2-So-so: 1 Ditticuit

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Take care of a gift or spe2003 Dodge Neon,
N HAIN 11 I cial token of affection before
41,000 miles, red. AT.
lunch. Highlight communication
excellent
condition
211 ,. ear, rxiserIcit4.3.• this afternoon. You might think
$6,300
753-0530
you or someone else is speaking
Fret, tNliittales
(days),
293-0751
gibbensh. Instead of reacting,
226-11505
(nights)
work for clarity. Tonight: Hang
out with a fnerxi and share your
1998 Cadillac STS
ELECTRICIAN
Fully loaded 85.xxx
New Const./Remodeli day and general news.
$11.000 1974 custom or trouble. Lic and ins. TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Volkswagen Beetle
w" 30 yrs exp Call *** Act in the morning, when
you can do no wrong -- well,
Serious inquiries only
753-7091
nearly. Your smile is also exactly
$4.000 492-8083
FUTRELL'S Tree
what you want. You can find out
Q
Service
Trimming
removal, more than you onginally anboVans
stump grinding fire- pated. Confusion surrounds
finances. Say no this afternoon.
FORD Aerostat Chevy wood Insured 489Tonight: Your treat.
extended cab 270- 2839
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
705-9630
JOHNNY WILUAMS
** You might be slow to get
PAINTING
your day going. Caring evolves,
•For all residential and
Used Trucks
especially this morning. Listen to
small commercial
someone who cares a lot but
painting needs
93 Chevy stepside
might not be able to communienterior & Exterior
Red good condition
cate it. Do a better iob of listen•Custom
spraying
for
437-4785
ing. even though you might not
lawrvpatio furniture
agree.
Tonight: Keep smiling.
Louver doors shutters
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
•No job too small
**** This morning you hit the
•Free estimates
436-5141 A-AFFORDbull's-eye. Don't stall, but rather
753-8858
ABLE Hauling Clean
move quickly, as the afternoon
out garages, gutters,
will take on quite a different tone.
I S,M
junk & tree work
You might be nervous and highLAWN SERVICE
strung. Be ready to pull away
492-8688 ROOF
Leaf mulching &
and do your own thing. Tonight:
REPAIRS. New
removal, shrub &
Play ostnch.
Roofs, all types 29
tree trimming
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
years experience Call
Call 753-1816
**** You handle what comes
Carters
or n7-o611
down the path well, especially
A to B Moving Local
this afternoon, when others
and long distance
METAL OF MUM
seem to be losing it. Certainty
moves Call Brian at
you will be more inventive and
Cotj
270-Z45-4156
creative than many. Laughter
Gutter,
A-1 Affordable Gutter
& Metal Ro011illg
marks
different
situations.
Cleaning. Cleaning out
Gamer:
Tonight: Help others see the
sheds, junk clean up
Greg Mansfield
humor in what might be going
436-2867
down.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
*** See what is going on with
Service
Complete
removal trimming, etc
someone at a distance. Make
13 years experience
that call, don't hesitate any
436-2867
longer. You also might want to
seek out some expert feedback.
A-1 Stump Removal
Do just that this morning. By
437-3044
midafternoon, you could feel as it
you are in a pressure cooker.
ALL CARPENTRY
Tonight: Work late.
Remodeling, additions. SIGN up now for 2006 LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
services.
porches, decks, sun lawn
**** Work with a partner. He
rooms, vinyl siding, Affordable pncing. 492- or she has a lot to share. Have
8192
mobile home repair.
an early lunch or late breakfast
sagging floors, termite SIMMONS'S Carpentry together. You are
able to see life
& water damage. Larry & Handyman work
through another's eyes. You
Nimrno (270)753-9372 Free estimates Call
might be working with mixed
or (270)753-0353
767-0958 and 270- messages
this
afternoon
519-8570
ANDRUS Excavating
Tonight: Take an overview.
•Certifled septic
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Solar Control Window SCORPIO
Installation
*** Review a situation carefulTinting
a
detail
Shop
-Custom dozer
ly. Examine what has happened
backhoe service
with a friend or loved one. Let go
FREE PICK-UP &
*Ponds
and allow someone else to run
DELIVERY IN TOWN' .the show. Confusion surrounds a
•Driveways
•Insured
270-761-TINT
money matter. Allow others to
Cell 270-705-5858
753-9503. 978-0343
express
their
individuality.
. Tonight: Don't do anything finanAPPLIANCE REPAIR
cial.
SERVICE 8 PARTS
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
(270) 293-8726 OR
21)
759-5534
**** You accomplish more
Chuck Van Buren
than your .share of work this
morning. At the same time,
something you say or a smile
makes someone feel very good
or on top of his or her game. You
30 years
All work t
encounter a mix-up later on.
Tonight: Sort through your invitaROBY AUTRY
tions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your creativity comes
forward, and you are able to see
life from a more upbeat perspective. You might want to think
through a decision carefully,
especially if you are worried or
uptight. Tonight: Find a way to
relax.
r,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to conMurray
sider a family member or somePhillip klapvr. MAE
one you live with this morning.
What he or she wants needs to
Hearing ‘1,1be a higher priority. A meeting in
Re,tenak
the afternoon won't go the way
Call for Appoirtiment(270) 759-4811 , you expect. Tonight: Easy does
24171
it.
ect - Suite 3()41-: Murrn‘.. K
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** If you can, make phone
calls or reach out to someone
you care about. Laughter helps
,,ou get what you want. Return
;Eills in the morning, when you'll
get more positive feedback. You
might want to retreat this afternoon. Tonight: Happy at home.

DS V1

AUTRY
ROOFING

Nose & ThroT
of

*Or

.ve

eel
200
'53-

ctidips & Arra

BACKNOIE a
TRUCICINO
ROY HILL.
SePoc Willem. gravel,
while rodt.
438-2113
Dam work & Track
hos
C8 C IMnovellon and
Rentodaling.
We care about your
home. Homo repairs,
addilione, docks, rooting, floor covering,
landscaping, siding.
-FREE ESTIMATESCoil (270)753-1498 or
(731)247-5464
perotertsone witnet
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Trimming
Other Services
227-8575
014J HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

AUTO
INSURANCE

.1

Qt OIL?('%II or CLICh

753-4703
MIMI KR kl Alan
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COMICS/FEATURES

Lootinglink
10 years ago
Published is a picture of local
officials at the ribbon cutting ceremony for the opening of Bee
Creek Bridge on North Fourth
Street Extended. The photo was
by
Staff Photographer Jim
Mahanes.
Kentucky TECH Murray Calloway County Area Technology
Center was among 28 technical
schools awarded flags of excellence in cererrioniea at Frankfort
Dec. 8.
Births reported include a girl
to Crystal and Wallace Choate, a
girl to Heather and Elvis Irvin
and a girl to Stephanie and Wade
Balmer, Dec. 6.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Mary
Hopson unveiling a new sign at
the dedication of Gil Hopson
Drive in the Murray-Calloway
County Park. Hopson was one of
the key figures in the park's origin and was one of the first members of the park's board. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
David Tuck.
Murray State University Racers won 63-61 over Eastern in
the consolation game of the Illini Classic at Champaign, Ill. Murray had lost to Utah State 77-74
in its first game of the classic.
Chuck Glass was high scorer for
Murray in both games.
Births reported include a girl
to Mark and Cynthia Smith, a
boy to Charles and Kathy Wilson, a boy to Eddie and Debra
White and a girl to Tony and
Debra Patterson, Dec. 7.
30 years ago
Air cured tobacco sales opened
Dec. II on the three Murray loose
leaf floors at Farris, Growers and
Planters. Holmes Ellis, general
manager of Western Dark Fired

Tobacco Growers Association, has
predicted an active market this
year.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee Kelso,
Dec. 4.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers lost 7659 to Marshall County Marshals
at Jeffrey gym and Murray Tigers
won 102-76 over Carlisle County at Carlisle. High team scorers
were. Tommy Futrell for Lakers,
David Reed for Marshals, Raymond Silas for Murray and DeJarnett for Carlisle.
40 years ago
Pfc. Larry Butler is serving
as a switchboard operator with
the United States Army in Korea.
Eddie Grogan and Johnny Rose,
both of Murray, are two of eight
students at Murray State College
named as "Men on Campus" for
the 1965-66 school year.
Marriages announced include
Loretta Jeffs to Flenoy Barrow,
Nov. 24.
A sleek new telephone with
the dial built into the handset
will be introduced in Kentucky
by the Southern Bell Telephone
Company.
50 years ago
E.B. Howton, teacher of the
agriculture department of Murray
State College, has been elected
president of the Kentucky Artificial Breeding Association at a
meeting at Louisville.
The Murray State College
Band, directed by Prof. Richard
Farrell, will participate in the
Governor's Inaugural Ceremonies
in Frankfort Dec. 13.
Elected as officers of the Medical Staff of Murray Hospital were
Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. John Quertermous and Dr. Hugh Houston.

Wife wishes son's newfound
father would simply get lost
DEAR ABBY: Until now, I
had a perfect life with a wonderful husband and a great 16-yearold son.
My husband of 10 years,
"Keith," has raised my son,
"Mike," and
loves him as
his
own.
Mike grew
up knowing
that Keith
was not his
birth father,
but
has
always treatDear Abby ed him as if
he were. My
ex-husband
By Abigail
remarried
Van Buren
and now has
three daughters. I never hid this
from my son. But now, my exhusband's
daughters
have
"found" Mike on the Internet.
They have been talking for a
couple of weeks now, and Mike
actually talked to his birth father
on a couple of occasions.
Mike now treats Keith very
badly, and Keith doesn't know
why. I knew about the conversations with his "sisters," but I did
not know about the conversations with his father. Why
would a man who abandoned
me and his infant son 16 years
ago all of a sudden want to
come into his life now and disrupt our lives? We have a great
family, and I get very uncomfortable when Mike slips in
things that happened 16 or 17
years ago, because he heard it
from his father. Also, I do not

TodrifinNistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 12, the
346th day of 2005. There are 19
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 12, 1787, Pennsylvania became the second .state to
ratify the U.S. Constitution.
On this date:
In 1870, Joseph H. Rainey of
South Carolina became the first
black lawmaker sworn into the
U.S. House of Representatives.

In 1897, "The Katzenjammer
Kids," the pioneering comic strip
created by Rudolph Dirks, made
its debut in the New York Journal.
In 1913, authorities in Florence, Italy, announced that the
Mona Lisa, stolen from the Louvre Museum in Paris in 1911, had
been recovered.
In 1917, Father Edward Flanagan founded Boys Town outside
Omaha, Neb.

Murray Ledger & Timms

In 1925, the first motel — the
Motel Inn — opened in San Luis
Obispo, Calif.
In 1937, a Japanese aircraft
sank the U.S. gunboat Panay on
China's Yangtze River.(Japan apologized, and paid $2.2 million in
reparations.)
In 1947, the United Mine Workers union withdrew from the American Federation of Labor.
In 1963, Kenya gained its independence from Britain.
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like his father talking to him
one-on-one without. me. What
can I do? -- WORRIED ON
THE WEST COAST
DEAR WORRIED: I can
think of one reason why the
man who abandoned you and
your baby boy is now disrupting
your life. The answer is, he
"only" had three girls and would
now like to have a son. After all,
all the work of raising this
young man has been done.
Your son may be 16, but he is
still a minor. I recommend you
discuss this entire matter with
an attorney who can tell you
what your rights are as your
son's custodial parent. (I am
assuming you never received
child support for the boy. If your
ex wants "in," now, perhaps he
should share some of the financial responsibility that Keith has
shouldered for so many years.)
And while you're at it, I urge
you to consider family counseling for you, your husband and
your son. I don't know what
your ex may have been telling
the young man, but I guarantee
it'll be better if it is put on the
table by YOU, with a trained
therapist who can help you to
iron out the "wrinkles" before
they become permanent-press.
Please don't put it off.
00.

DEAR ABBY: Every year at
Christmas, my four longtime
girlfriends and I "promise" not
to buy each other expensive
gifts. We all have large families,
so it is a cost-saving measure.
However, invariably at least one
of us ends up ignoring the rule
and buys lavish gifts anyway!
The small gift-givers end up
feeling embarrassed, and the
expensive gift-givers end up
feeling guilty for violating our
pledge.
Please help us stop this selfdefeating cycle! -- "B" IN
UNIONVILLE,IND.
DEAR "B": I have a suggestion: Make a pact this year that
your only "gifts" will be in the
form of letters to each other,
describing a special memory of
your friendship. Embellish the
letters with all the traits your
friends have that you admire. I
promise you, the recipients will
treasure it. If anyone breaks the
pact, the others should not feel
guilty for having kept the promise and given a gift of "self."
•••
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a 13-yearold boy with a problem. My
mother won't stop using my
underwear. If that's not bad
enough, she only uses my NEW
underwear. I constantly ask her
to stop, but she won't. What
should I do? -- ANGRY IN
HARTFORD,CONN.
DEAR ANGRY: At 13, you
are old enough to have things of
your own. Your mother shouldn't be using your underwear
without your permission. The
next time it happens, try this:
Say you'd like to borrow some
of hers.

Statins may cause
memory problems
DEAR DR. GOTT': As a nurse
and a diabetes educator, I greatly appreciate your individualized
approach to prescribing medications. I also
applaud your
recornmendations of cornplementary
approaches.
My conCCM
is
regarding
information
in your ,
T.!.r,
”1
column.
"Reasonable
end-point of
By
stain, thetaDr. Peter Gott py," in which
you
listed
"memory malfunction" as a side
effect. My 72-year-old father, who
has been taking Lipitor for four
years, was recently diagnosed with
early Alzheimer's and a low B12 level,
I asked a few endoc ologists,
tins cause
and they do not think
memory proble . But one of
st going off the
them did s
statin for a time and see what
happens
hat do you think?
D R READER: A fair percentage of my elderly patients
cannot tolerate statin drugs because
of varied complaints, including
liver inflammation and muscle pain.
I had not considered memory loss
until I read about it in the press
("The Lipitor Dilemma," Smart
Money, November 2003). Apparently, the statin drugs can impair
memory severely in some patients.
Of course, vitamin 13-12 deficiency also can cause memory loss
and dementia.
Therefore, in my opinion, your
father should consult with his
physician about eliminating Lipitor immediately. In addition, he
should begin a program of B-12
injections to replace the %)itamin

Dr. Gott

that he may be unable to absorb
through his intestinal tract.
If you are interested in the
serious metabolic consequences of
B-12 deficiency, I recommend a
brand-new book caned -Could It
Be B ur by Sally M. Pacholok
and Jeffrey J. Stuart (Quill Dnver Books, 2005) that you can
order directly from the publisher
at
online
www.quilldriverbooks.com or by
phone at (800) 497-4909.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently
in a column you recommended
prune juice, vegetables and raw
fruit for constipation. Here is my
cure: plain old dried figs and
you'll never be constipated again.
One or two per day should do
the trick until regulated. As well,
one can eat Fig Newtons. A local
lady was constantly complaining
about her constipation, taking all
kinds of medication, and I recommended this to her. I hear no
more complaints so presume thefigs or Fig Newtons took care of
her problem. Best medicine there
is for constipation. I hope this is
published if only to inform the
public.
DEAR READEII: And inform
I will.
The reason why dried fruits
aid evacuation is that they contam n large quantities of potassium..
Therefore, prune juice is not the
only answer: Figs. prunes, dates,
apricots, raisins and other dried
fruits may be equally as effective
as hot prune juice. People simply
need to experiment to discover
which fruit works best for them.
The bottom line is that such fruits
not only aid elimination but are
a natural and inexpensive source
of nutrition.
To give you related informanon, I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Constipation
and Diarrhea."

ContractBridge
Famous Hand
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
41) Q 4
•K 9 7 6 3
•A 6
(1)() 7 4
WEST
EAST
1085•
2
*—
•A Q
•10 8 5 4 2
*1 98 5 4 3
•102
*8
*A KJ 6 5 2
SOUTH
•A K 1 9 7 6 3
110—
•K Q 7
+1093
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1•
24
-2+
Pass
3•
Pass
4*
Opening lead — eight of clubs.
There are plays In bridge that
make a lot of sense after they're
pointed out, but are often overlooked
in practice because they are so
unusual.
For a good example, take this
example from H.W. Kelsey's book
"More Killing Defense." South gets
to four spades, and West leads his
singleton club. Declarer follows low

from dummy, and East wins with the
jack.
East then cashes the king of clubs,
and West has to choose a discard.
Probably most defenders would discard a low diamond on East's king of
clubs, in which case declarer eventually makes the contract, losing three
club tricks — period.
But If' West considers the matter
carefully at trick two, he discards the
queen of hearts instead! And when
East next cashes the ace of clubs.
West discards the ace of hearts!!
East now leads a heart, and South
goes down one. Regardless of what
declarer elects to play on the heart
return at trick four, he cannot avoid
eventually losing a trump trick to
West.
Fancy defense, you might say, but
how in the world can anybody holding the West hand be expected to be
that smart'.' Nes ertheless. the fact
remains that no harm can come from
discarding the heart queen at trick
m.o. When declarer then follows to
the third club, jettisoning the ace of
hearts assures defeat of the contract,
while the failure to do so will in
some cases -- this one in particular
— allow declarer to make the contract.

Tomorrow: The line of least resistance.
caxsasarceumsawawia.
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1 HS math
4 Rare minerals
8 Blow gently
12 "Luck — —
Lady"
13 Part of Q.E.D.
14 Med plans
15 Galahad's
weapon
17 Bigfoot's kin
19 Lib loan
20 As a result
21 Won't go away
23 TLC provider
24 Victor's wreath
26 Agree silently
29 Noxious vapors
30 Right prefix
31 Andes
ruminants
33 Cookout treats
35 Tall tale
36 Inflict
as damage
37 Lamb's parent
38 Steps
40 New car option
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REPORT ON HOW
THE PILGRIMS
INVENTED
CHRISTMAS

BOY,THAT KIND
OF 5140015
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I MEAN LIKE WOW'
LIKE, WEIRD! I
MEAN LIKE WHERE
'
DO WE 60 FROM WERE

WlIERE WE 60
FROM MERE 15
BACK TO MY
DE 5K

42 Mild protests
(hyph )
44 Television
award
46 Hwy_
48 House feature
in an ad
49 White
as a sheet
50 Subarctic tribe
52 Many yeasr
54 Kyoto wear
55 Warnor at Troy
56 Break suddenly
57 Defense org
DOWN
1 More skillful
2 Be taught
3 'Squad
4 Gosh(
5 Vocal pause
6 Town officials
7 Jockey
— Cauthen
8 Buzz
9 Before noon
10 Watch chain

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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11 Disapproving
cluck
16 Vertical 451
18 Util. bill
21 Tones
22 Go turtively
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25 Pearl diver
27 Moon or eye
28 Writer John —
Passos
29 Passengers
30 Humiliates
31 Wood ash
product
32 Ordinance
33 Wavy-bladed
dagger
34 Aiiieys, 17 Byn:in
36 Lewd
38 Ave crossers
39 Uses a
stopwatch
40 Microscopic
animal
41 Pessimist.
often
43 Mountain goat
45 Electrical units
46 Longtime
record label
47 Noted hoops
nickname
(2 wids
49 Venomous
snake
51 Apiece
53 Sodium.
in the lab
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